
 

 

 

NOTICE OF PREPARATION (NOP) OF A  

REVISED SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (SEIR) FOR THE  

OAK KNOLL MIXED USE COMMUNITY PLAN PROJECT 
 

The City of Oakland’s Bureau of Planning is preparing a Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report 

(“SEIR”) for the modified Oak Knoll Project Mixed Use Community Plan Project (“Oak Knoll Project” or “modified 

project”) as described below, and is requesting comments on the scope and content of the Revised Draft SEIR. This 

project is a modification of the previous Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project analyzed in a 2006 Initial Study 

and 2007 Draft SEIR prepared and published by the City of Oakland (City). The City has not prepared a revised Initial 

Study. The Revised Draft SEIR and Final SEIR will address the potential environmental effects of the modified project 

per the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) statutes (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 

21000 et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations 15000 et seq.).  

The City of Oakland is the Lead Agency for the project and is the public agency with the greatest responsibility for 

considering approval of the project and/or carrying it out. This notice is being sent to Responsible Agencies and other 

interested parties. Responsible Agencies are those public agencies, besides the City of Oakland, that have a role in 

considering approval and/or carrying out the project. When the Revised Draft SEIR is published, it will be sent to all 

Responsible Agencies and to others who respond to this NOP or who otherwise indicate that they would like to receive a 

copy. 

Responses to this NOP that address the scope of the Revised Draft SEIR and any related questions or comments should be 

directed in writing to: Robert Merkamp, Development Planning Manager, City of Oakland Department of Planning 

and Building, 250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2214, Oakland, CA 94612; (510) 238-6283 (phone); (510) 238-4730 

(fax); or rmerkamp@oaklandnet.com (e-mail). Responses to the NOP must be received at the above mailing or e-mail 

address by 5:00 p.m. on April 21, 2015. Please reference Case File Number ER15-004 in all correspondence. In 

addition, comments on the scope of the Revised Draft SEIR may be provided at the EIR Scoping Meetings to be held 

before the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board and the City Planning Commission, as noticed below. Comments 

should focus on potential impacts on the physical environment, ways in which potential adverse effects might be 

minimized, and alternatives to the project in light of the Revised SEIR’s purpose to provide useful and accurate 

information about such factors. 

As discussed in greater detail below, the Revised Draft SEIR will address specific modifications to the Oak Knoll Project. 

To the extent that public comments received on the scope and adequacy of the 2007 Draft SEIR apply to the modified 

project, the City will continue to consider such comments during the preparation of the Revised Draft SEIR. 

 

EIR SCOPING MEETINGS: 

The City of Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board will conduct a public scoping meeting on the Revised 

Draft SEIR for the modified Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project on April 13, 2015 at 6:00 p.m. in the Sgnt. 

Mark Dunakin Hearing Room (Hearing Room 1), Oakland City Hall, 1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Oakland, CA. 

The City of Oakland Planning Commission will conduct a public scoping meeting on the Revised Draft SEIR for the 

modified Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project on April 15, 2015 at 6:00 p.m. in the Sgnt. Mark Dunakin 

Hearing Room (Hearing Room 1), Oakland City Hall, 1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Oakland, CA. 

 

PROJECT TITLE:  Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project. (City File No. ER15-004; State Clearinghouse 

Number: 1995103035) 

PROJECT LOCATION:  Former Oak Knoll Naval Medical Center Property. 8750 Mountain Boulevard; bordered and 

accessed by Mountain Boulevard and Keller Avenue in East Oakland. APNs: 043A-4675-003-21, 043A-4712-001 

(portion), 043A-4675-003-19, 043A-4675-003-16, 043A-4678-003-17 (roadway easement), 043A-4675-003-30 (roadway 

easement), 048-6865-002-01, and 043A-4675-74-1. See Figure 1. 

PROJECT SPONSOR:  Oak Knoll Venture Acquisitions, LLC (previously SunCal Oak Knoll LLC) and City of 
Oakland, property owners 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS:  The project site includes approximately 165 acres of the 183-acre Oak Knoll Naval 
Medical Center (NMCO) property, approximately 15 acres of an adjacent property, and approximately 7 acres of City-
owned property for a site with a total size of approximately 187 acres. The project site is bounded by Mountain 
Boulevard/Interstate 580 (I-580) to the west, Keller Avenue to the north and east, and Sequoyah Road to the south. 
Highway access to the site is via the Keller Avenue off-ramp and Mountain Boulevard on- and off-ramps to I-580. The 
NMCO facility was closed in 1996 and has been unoccupied since, except for operations at the Sea West Federal Coast 
Guard Credit Union and the Seneca Center for Children and Families (Seneca Center). The Credit Union and Seneca 
Center remain operational and are not part of the Oak Knoll Project.  

All buildings on the project site have been demolished except for the deteriorated 1925 former Oak Knoll Golf and 
Country Club clubhouse building (known as Club Knoll), which has been determined to be a locally historic resource 
under CEQA. The site currently has City of Oakland General Plan designations of Hillside Residential, Community 
Commercial, Institutional, Urban Open Space and Resource Conservation Area. The zoning districts are RH-3 (“Hillside 
Residential Zone - 3,” minimum 12,000 square-foot lot size) and RH-4 (“Hillside Residential Zone - 4,” 6,500 to 8,000 
square-foot lot size). The topography of the site is downsloping toward the west, from a prominent ridge at the eastern 
side of the property. Much of the property consists of hilly terrain with oak, eucalyptus, Monterey pine, riparian, and 
annual grassland habitats. The partially-culverted Rifle Range Creek flows across the project site from north to southwest. 
Surrounding uses are primarily residential development, small local commercial centers, and regional open space. As of 
the date of this NOP, the project site is included in the list of Hazardous Waste and Substances sites as shown in the 
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) EnviroStor database, one of the lists meeting the “Cortese List” 
requirements (http://www.calepa.ca.gov/sitecleanup/corteselist/). The “Oakland Naval Hospital” EnviroStor listing 
indicates remedial activities (addressing soils impacted with lead from structures painted with lead-based paint) are 
inactive. 

Notable changes to existing site conditions since publication of the 2007 Draft SEIR for the former project include the 
addition of the adjacent 15-acre property abutting the project site to the south, and demolition of the Oak Knoll naval 
hospital building. The City also changed the zoning designation on the project site from “R-30 One Family Residential” to 
RH-3 and RH-4 as part of its 2011 zoning update. The City applied these zoning districts to the property as part of the 
zoning update process as an interim measure, and acknowledged at that time that the property would likely be rezoned. 

PROJECT PURPOSE: The main purpose of the modified project continues to be to develop a new master planned 
residential community that would be compatible with and connected to surrounding development. Other goals of the 
modified project continue to include developing a village retail center to support the community on the site; developing 
open space, trails, and recreational opportunities on the site; improving traffic and transit connections to the site; and 
restoring native and riparian habitat. 

BACKGROUND: In 1996, the NMCO property was subject to a Final Reuse Plan, pursuant to federal military base reuse 
procedures. The Final Reuse Plan presented five land use alternatives for reuse of the NMCO property. In conjunction 
with the preparation and adoption of the Final Reuse Plan, an Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact 
Report (EIS/EIR) for the Disposal and Reuse of Naval Medical Center Oakland (1998 EIS/EIR) was prepared to assess 
the potential environmental effects of the plan. On July 14, 1998, the Oakland City Council certified the EIS/EIR and 
adopted the Final Reuse Plan. 

In 2005, SunCal Oak Knoll LLC proposed the former Oak Knoll Project on the current project site, excluding the 15-acre 
parcel to the south. The former project (as summarized in Table 1 below) was analyzed in a 2006 Initial Study and 2007 
Draft SEIR prepared and published by the City. The 2006 Initial Study and 2007 Draft SEIR were circulated by the City 
for public review and comment. No Final SEIR was published. 

Because the 1998 EIS/EIR for the Final Reuse Plan for the property has been certified, the City is required to determine 
whether further CEQA environmental review is required for the proposed project in accordance with PRC Section 21166 
and CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 and 15168. Under these sections, no further environmental review is required unless 
there are new or substantially more severe impacts of the project than those analyzed in the certified 1998 EIS/EIR. 
Because the modified project may result in new and potentially substantially more severe impacts than the former project 
analyzed in the 2007 Draft SEIR, the City of Oakland is resuming the CEQA analysis by preparing a Revised SEIR for 
the modified project. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The modified Oak Knoll Project proposes a mixed-use residential community of: a) 
approximately 935 residential units of varying types; b) approximately 72,000 square feet of neighborhood commercial 
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

# Area Unit Type Unit 
Count

1 Town Center Multifamily 134

2 Creekside North Townhomes 140

3 Uplands North Townhomes 60
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Christy Herron

From: Naomi Schiff <naomi@17th.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 3:29 PM
To: Klein, Heather
Cc: Merkamp, Robert; Marvin, Betty; Flynn, Rachel; Ranelletti, Darin
Subject: Addendum to OHA letter concerning Oak Knoll NOP
Attachments: 2015-4-21 Oak Knoll scoping addendum.pdf

Dear Heather,  
 
Please add this addendum to our comments on the NOP for Oak Knoll. Thank you so much! 
 
Naomi Schiff 
for Oakland Heritage Alliance 
------------------------------- 
 
Naomi Schiff 
 
Seventeenth Street Studios 
410 12th Street, Suite 300 
Oakland, CA 94607 
 
510-835-1717 
www.17th.com 
 
Just a few steps from the 12th Street BART station 



 
April 21, 2015 
 
City of Oakland Planning Commission  
City of Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board 
 
 
EIR Scoping Comments – Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project  
 
Dear Planning Commissioners and LPAB Board Members, 
 
In addition to the previous scoping letter we would like to append the following images, 
showing that fine detail still exists in the Officers’ Club building.  
 
We would also like to reiterate that pending the project receiving building permits and 
moving forward, no matter how long that takes, the City of Oakland should require the 
property owner to secure the building properly.  All entries should be provided with stout 
plywood coverings, the landscaping should be maintained, and the area patrolled. 
Demolition by neglect is unacceptable. If an alarm system is required, please require 
installation. 
 
In addition, we note that at the public hearings, the Seneca nonprofit expressed interest 
in using the building, and so we recommend that a partial re-use by the nonprofit might 
serve as an additional alternative plan. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Alison Finlay,  
President – Oakland Heritage Alliance          
 
 
 
Attachments: Three additional photos of the former Officers’ Club 
 
Cc: Rachel Flynn, Darin Ranelletti, Heather Klein, Betty Marvin 
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April 21, 2015 
 
Robert Merkamp (rmerkamp@oaklandnet.com) 
Development Planning Manager, City of Oakland 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2214 
Oakland, CA 94612 
 
cc:  
Councilperson Larry Reid; lreid@oaklandnet.com 
Mr. Pat Keliher; tpkeliher@gmail.com 
Mr. Sam Veltri; sveltri@suncal.com 
 
Re: ER15-004 
 
Dear Mr. Merkamp, 
 
The Oak Knoll Coalition would like to take this opportunity to make specific comments 
regarding the preparation of the SEIR for the former Oakland Naval Medical Center. 
 
Historical Resources:  It should be noted that the Historical Resource Inventory prepared in 
October 2006 for the 2007 SEIR is now moot.  On the acreage owned by Oak Knoll Venture 
Acquisitions (formerly SunCal Oak Knoll), the only building left standing after demolition is 
Club Knoll.  We're assuming that the Historical Resources element of the new SEIR will be 
focusing on Club Knoll. 
 
While the Coalition is disappointed that the conceptual plan calls for the removal of Club 
Knoll, it makes sense from land-use and cost-benefit perspectives.  Regardless, some 
significant data must be included in assembling the history of Club Knoll.  The City of 
Oakland submitted a public benefit conveyance application for the club during the base-
closure proceedings and, with no public explanation, withdrew it.  The City prepared 
numerous economic development conveyance applications for the entire property, but 
failed to secure the approvals. And, finally, the City failed to complete an $11,000,000 
negotiated sale for the entire property.  It is evident that the City of Oakland has had ample 
opportunity to control the fate of Club Knoll. 
 
It should also be noted that the Navy, General Services Agency, Lehman Brothers, and 
SunCal have all been negligent in protecting this historical resource. 
 
Cultural Resources: The conceptual plan calls for an Oak Knoll commemorative that 
appears, from the renderings, to be the Club Knoll cupola plunked down on or near the 
knoll.  While the concept of a commemorative is excellent, the proposed location and 
design are not. 
 
The City of Oakland Public Art Ordinance, which requires a percentage contribution from 
both residential and commercial development, would be the appropriate mechanism to 
address the commemorative. The SEIR should study how this ordinance can be 
implemented and address the following issues: 
• The ordinance specifies that the Public Art funds are determined by a percentage of 

the building permit valuation.  However, a project of this magnitude requires public art 
professionals to be engaged long before permits are filed.  Consequently an alternative 
formula must be determined so that a public art budget can be established during the 
design phases of this project. 
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• The In-Lieu and Alternative Compliance aspects of the Public Art Ordinance must be 

studied. 
• The Public Art Ordinance does not specify a method of artist selection.  A mechanism 

for creating selection panels and consequently the selection of public art professionals, 
or teams of professionals, must be included in the SEIR. 

 
Noise Pollution: The topography of the Oak Knoll site projects sound into the surrounding 
neighborhoods.  The day-to-day noise generation should be studied and mitigations such as 
rubber asphalt and polymer-modified asphalt investigated.  In addition, the noise 
generated by commercial evening deliveries should be studied and time-of-day delivery 
restrictions considered. 
 
Light Pollution:  The topography of the Oak Knoll site also projects light into the 
surrounding neighborhoods.  The SEIR should study the impacts of light pollution on the 
surrounding community and employ mitigations such as dark-sky lighting at commercial 
and residential buildings, as well as for landscape and streetscape illumination. 
 
Utilities and Service: While the residential and commercial construction will have to 
comply with CA Title 24 energy requirements, there is no reason why a development of this 
scale can’t do better. 
 
The SEIR must study how the following will impact energy and water consumption: 
• Passive cooling and heating 
• Roof-top solar, especially critical if air conditioning is employed 
• Roof-top rainwater collection 
• Residential graywater systems for residential landscaping 
• Surface water collection using dry wells 
• Permeable paving surfaces 
• California native/drought-tolerant landscaping. 
 
Biological Resources: Since the demolition of this site was completed, significant numbers 
of deer and wild turkeys have taken advantage of the open-space habitat.  The SEIR must 
include a current wildlife survey and present mitigations for relocating this population. 
 
Aesthetics: The surrounding neighborhoods have architectural styles dating back to the 
1920s.  Because these communities were built over time, no one style is dominant.  
Unfortunately the tract-home type of residential building, with speed and repetitive design, 
has made neighborhoods of architectural diversity a thing of the past.  However, because 
the master developer will be selling sub-divisions, it may be possible to introduce a higher-
level of architectural diversity.  The SEIR must study the architectural influences of the 
surrounding neighborhoods and suggest methods for achieving design diversity. 
 
The commercial element of this project presents a different challenge. The proposed 
72,000 square feet must be designed in the style of neighborhood commercial with 
pedestrian and bicycle access.  The strip-mall architecture found on the Dublin/Livermore I-
580 corridor will promote destination shopping and the surface streets—no matter what 
traffic mitigations are employed—will never accommodate destination commercial traffic.  
The SEIR must study how the commercial can be designed to encourage Oak Knoll and 
surrounding community patronage while discouraging destination traffic.     
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Furthermore, commercial signage needs to be addressed in light of its impacts on the 
scenic highway status of I-580 and how it may influence destination traffic.  Signage 
restrictions utilized along I-13 Montclair commercial district should be considered as 
models. 
 
Traffic: Traffic studies conducted for this SEIR will be substantially different from the ones 
done in 2006.  Both the I-580 corridor between San Leandro and the I-13 interchange, and 
the surrounding surface streets are substantially more congested. 
 
In addition, there are two significant new proposed developments that need to be taken 
into consideration: 
• The Oakland Zoo expansion, which was not included in the 2007 SEIR 
• The sale of the Holy Redeemer property on Golf Links Road and the proposed 

establishment of a 450-student high school with 150 on-site residents and seven-day-a-
week support staff. 

 
It’s likely that the SEIR will suggest traffic mitigations requiring CALTRANS approval. The 
SEIR must include examples of CALTRANS-approved completed cases, with similar 
mitigations, that establish design precedent to support the likely approval by CALTRANS.  
The CALTRANS approval process and approval timeline must be included in the SEIR.  The 
projected completion of CALTRANS approved mitigations in relation to the project build-
out must be included in the SEIR.  
 
While the conceptual plan proposes on-site pedestrian and bicycle circulation, the SEIR 
needs to study what mitigations could be employed (such as sidewalks and bicycle lanes) to 
improve the surrounding communities’ pedestrian and bicycle access.   
 
In addition, there is a strip of City of Oakland land that borders the Mountain Blvd. property 
line of the Oak Knoll site.  It begins approximately 500’ north of Sequoyah Road and 
extends approximately 2000’ to the Fontaine overpass. 
 
The SEIR must study how this property could be utilized to create additional traffic lanes 
and what impacts that would have on Mountain Blvd. traffic.  
 
We appreciate your careful considerations of our remarks and recommendations. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
— Philip Dow, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association,  
 Oak Knoll Coalition Contact (pdow@mindspring.com) 
— Sandra Marburg, Associated Residents of Sequoyah Highlands 
— Tamara Thompson, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association 
— Lee Ann Smith, Sequoyah Heights 
— Robert Clark, Sequoyah Hills 
— Kris Drobocky Baitoo, Sequoyah Hills 
— Gaile Hofmann, Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association 
— Donald Mitchell, Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association 
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Danielle Dowler

From: Don and Jeannette <earthstravelers@sbcglobal.net>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:44 PM

To: Reid, Larry; Mossburg, Pat

Cc: Office of the Mayor; Kalb, Dan; Pkernighan@oaklandnet.com; McElhaney, Lynette; 

Campbell Washington, Annie; Gallo, Noel; Brooks, Desley; At Large; Flynn, Rachel; 

Merkamp, Robert; Klein, Heather; tpkeliher@gmail.com; sveltri@suncal.com

Subject: Oak Knoll Coalition—Conditional letter of support for the former Oak Knoll Naval Base 

Attachments: OKC-LetterOfConditionalSupport_3-19-2015.pdf

   
Dear Mr. Reid: 
Please find attached Oak Knoll Coalition's letter of conditional support for SunCal's proposed development 

at Oak Knoll. Oak Knoll Coalition (OKC) looks forward to working with you and SunCal in finally realizing 
development at Oak Knoll that is both complementary and appropriate for the surrounding neighborhood 
as well as beneficial for Oakland. As you know OKC represents thousands of nearby neighbors who have, 

along with you, worked tirelessly for more than 15 years to arrive at this point. As you probably 
recall, OKC was instrumental in filing claims totaling $115 million against Lehman Bros. (the property's 
last developer) in federal bankruptcy court in New York and played a pivotal role working with Oakland's 
former city attorney in forcing Lehman, while they hid behind a shroud of bankruptcy, to return to Oak 

Knoll and spend nearly $10 million cleaning up illegal blight they dumped upon our community. OKC has 
been steadfast and will continue to be so in our endeavor to realize successful development at Oak Knoll 
and look forward to working closely with you toward this well-earned goal. 

Sincerely, 
Donald Mitchell     



 

March 18, 2015 

To: Council District 7—Larry Reid 

CC: Mayor—Libby Shaaf  
Council District 1—Dan Kalb 
Council District 2—Abel J. Guillen 
Council District 3—Lynette Gibson McElhaney 
Council District 4—Annie Campbell Washington 
Council District 5—Noel Gallo 
Council District 6—Desley Brooks 
Councilmember At Large—Rebecca Kaplan 
SunCal—Pat Keliher, Sam Veltri 
City of Oakland Planning—Rachel Flynn, Robert Merkamp, Heather Klein 

 

Dear Council Member Larry Reid, 

The Oak Knoll Coalition (OKC) was created in the 1990s to bring long-term public 
benefits at the closed Oak Knoll Naval Hospital in Oakland. Members have been 
involved in all aspects of the long planning process. We have spoken at public meetings, 
hired lawyers, educated neighbors, prepared official comments regarding environmental 
reports, and met with city staff as well as council members and prospective site 
developers. Collectively, the Coalition represents more than 2,400 homes and gives voice 
to five residential associations in neighborhoods surrounding the Oak Knoll site. 

The Oak Knoll Coalition conditionally supports SunCal’s “Illustrative Masterplan” for 
the former Oakland Naval Medical Center at Oak Knoll, dated February 26, 2015, 
providing that the following points of concern be codified in the Conditions of 
Agreement between the City of Oakland and SunCal: 

1. No more than 935 housing units as provided in the above-referenced plan.  

2. No more than 70,000 square feet of commercial development with deed restrictions 
acceptable to the community regarding delivery hours, odors, lighting, noise, and use. 

3. Entrances and exits to the development must be restricted to Mountain Blvd. and 
Keller Ave. Access to Barcelona St. and Sage Rd. will be locked EVAs. 

4. No residential lots shall load onto St. Andrews Rd. 

5. The project must include no less than 83 acres of open space, as specified in the Land 
Use Summary, page one. 

6. The knoll and adjacent oak woodland must be preserved as undeveloped open space. 
The proposed memorial pavilion must be relocated off the knoll and replaced by a 
commemorative public art project located elsewhere on the site.  
(See public art recommendations below regarding the Oak Knoll commemorative.) 

7. No less than 12.84 acres of the adjacent 14-acre parcel, if acquired, must be included 
in the development’s open space in accordance with page one of Open Space 
Comparisons dated February 26, 2015. 

8. All of Rifle Range Creek that is located on SunCal property must be day-lighted, 
restored, and maintained as a public amenity. 
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9. All of the open space and trails outlined in the above-referenced plan must remain 
open to the public, free of charge, including parking. 

10. The proposed mix of housing types—multifamily, townhouses, and single 
family—leads OKC to conclude that all housing at the site should be market rate. 
That designation must be stipulated in the Conditions of Agreement. 

Because the Navy, General Services Administration, and Lehman/SunCal failed to 
protect Club Knoll from decades of vandalism and weather damage, restoration cost 
would be significant. Historically, the City of Oakland has been unwilling to assume 
responsibility for maintaining any public amenities at the site, including Club Knoll. 

Therefore, OKC reluctantly supports the development of a centrally located community 
center as an alternative to restoring Club Knoll, with the following conditions (to be 
included in the Conditions of Agreement): 

1. Architectural guidelines for the new community center must be influenced by the 
original Club Knoll design. 

2. Where possible, architecturally valuable elements, such as the interior wood trusses, 
should be salvaged from Club Knoll and utilized in the new community center. 

3. The community center should be made available to the surrounding community for 
meetings and community functions at rates comparable to nearby venues.  

Finally, all funds generated by this project in accordance with the city’s public art 
ordinance must be used on site. A public art professional or team of professionals, 
selected by a panel composed of design professionals and stakeholders, must be 
commissioned under the City of Oakland Public Art Ordinance to design, fabricate, and 
install a public art project that commemorates the medical professionals that provided 
valuable services to World War II, Korean, and Vietnam-era military personnel. The 
location (specifically excluding the knoll and adjacent oak woodland) will be 
determined by the public art professional in collaboration with SunCal design staff, the 
selection panel, and community representatives.  

Although this letter is intended as a public statement of OKC’s general support for the 
above-referenced plan, the Coalition’s continued support is wholly dependent on the 
codification of the issues outlined above. 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

— Donald Mitchell, Oak Knoll Coalition Contact,  
Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association (earthstravelers@sbcglobal.net) 

— Sandra Marburg, Associated Residents of Sequoyah Highlands 

— Philip Dow, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association 

— Tamara Thompson, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association 

— Lee Ann Smith, Sequoyah Heights 

— Robert Clark, Sequoyah Hills 

— Gaile Hofmann, Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association 
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Single Family 1 26
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Danielle Dowler

From: Angie Tam <havefun1000@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 4:20 PM

To: Merkamp, Robert; Andrea Fournier; Toler Heights; Howard Dyckoff; Nedra Williams

Subject: Public Comment on ER 15-004,  Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project

   
Subject: Public Comment on the Oak Knoll Development, ER 15-004 
Date: 4/21/2015 
 
Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
 
Andrea Luna 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
 
 
To Dear Mr. Robert Merkamp 
 
We represent the Toler Heights neighborhood on the Oak Knoll Development issue. Toler Heights is 
south of the Oak Knoll Development, between 580 and MacArthur Blvd. At a minimal, our 
neighborhood will share the Golf Links Road 580 freeway exit / entrance with the new development. 
 
We are concerned with the economic and environmental impact this will have for the area south of 
the Oak Knoll development and to the MacArthur Blvd ( the commercial corridor).  
 
There are environmental and policy changes since the old EIR was written in the mid-2000s. 
 
Changes include: 
 

1. Approved expansion of the Oakland Zoo  
2. Newly build Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd.  
3. Changed Oakland Planning/Building Services Department's mission statement where the 

language of “preservation of neighborhood” has been reduced or completely erased  
4. California experiencing a severe drought 

 
Without the protection of “preservation of neighborhood” clause, we fear that our neighborhood could 
turn into a service community without the economical benefits. Some of the vital, important 
infrastructures are historically located in Toler Heights, below 580.  
 
The Master Plan presented by SunCal is that of an inclusive neighborhood.  
 
Two policies should not simultaneously exist in one city: one making it easy for existing, older 
neighborhood to be changed or bulldozed, and another to build NEW neighborhood in which prized, 
traditional neighborhood value is created and preserved. That is contradictory and not fair. 
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We insist that the city planners look at resources being utilized in this region broadly, strategically, 
and through a multi-neighborhoods and District view when making recommendations on NEW zoning 
and land use. First, to make sure that spill over bad effects are not shouldered entirely by my 
neighborhood. Second, to create an environment that surrounding neighborhoods can all benefit 
economically.  
 
We would like the EIR to look at: 
 

1. Regional water resources impact. As of this writing, the CA drought is raging on. EBMUD has 
a reservoir in Toler Heights, Seneca St. Its fate is undecided. ( please make sure it will not be 
demolished senselessly. ) 

2. Traffic congestion at the Golf Links Road 580 exit / entrance :  

both of commuters and also shoppers to the Foothill Square Development, Bishop O' 
Dowd High School, Oak Knoll commercial area, expanded Oakland Zoo, increased use 
of the three gas stations at the Golf Links exit, etc.  

 

3. a fire station is located in Toler Heights, (98th / Cherokee St. ) Noise impact from possible 
increase usage of fire / medical services 24/7:  

4. demographic study: whether there is needs for additional schools to serve incoming young 
people  

 

5. Economic impact on FoodsCo / Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd due to competitions 
from Oak Knoll Commerical area. ( causing negative effects on revitalization of MacArthur 
Blvd. )  

6. Assisted re-location of existing wild life in the Oak Knoll Area before construction phase. 
7. Preservation of Oakland heritage, Club Knoll.  
8. Preservation of open space, native plants and existing wild life 

 

9. Construction impact: air quality, noise and traffic 
10. We also would like the city to look at the RH - Hillside residential zoning designation in this 

new development. With the exception of Montclair area, other existing Oakland Hills residential 
homes are designated RD-1, despite having similar big lot sizes and are built on a hill. Hillside 
residential zoning enjoys extra property value and lower density protection that exisiting hillside 
homes do not have.  We think this is another example of zoning discrepancy between new and 
old existing neighborhoods. 

Thank you 
 
We look forward to continuing dialogue between interested groups on these issues. 
 
Sincerely 
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Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
Toler Heights resident 
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member 
 
Andrea Luna 
Chair of Toler Height Neighborhood Council 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
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Danielle Dowler

From: Angie Tam <havefun1000@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 6:26 PM

To: Merkamp, Robert; Andrea Fournier; Toler Heights; Howard Dyckoff; Nedra Williams

Subject: Re: Public Comment on ER 15-004,  Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project

Dear Mr. Merkamp 
 
I need to send a revised Public comment on Oak Knoll from Toler Heights . I made a factual mistake. 
 
It will be entitled "Final Public Comment on ER 15-004 Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan  from 
Toler Heights Neighborhood."  
 
To keep to the integrity of the comment, the mistake will not be erased.  I also added Andrea Fournier 
and Howard Dyckoff as the third and fourth signers of the document. 
 
It's send before the tonight's deadline, still meeting the legal requirement. and I will also attach a pdf 
for easier reading. 
 
Thank you 
Angie Tam 
 
 

On Tuesday, April 21, 2015 4:19 PM, Angie Tam <havefun1000@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 

   
Subject: Public Comment on the Oak Knoll Development, ER 15-004 
Date: 4/21/2015 
 
Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
 
Andrea Luna 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
 
 
To Dear Mr. Robert Merkamp 
 
We represent the Toler Heights neighborhood on the Oak Knoll Development issue. Toler Heights is 
south of the Oak Knoll Development, between 580 and MacArthur Blvd. At a minimal, our 
neighborhood will share the Golf Links Road 580 freeway exit / entrance with the new development. 
 
We are concerned with the economic and environmental impact this will have for the area south of 
the Oak Knoll development and to the MacArthur Blvd ( the commercial corridor).  
 
There are environmental and policy changes since the old EIR was written in the mid-2000s. 
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Changes include: 
 

1. Approved expansion of the Oakland Zoo  
2. Newly build Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd.  
3. Changed Oakland Planning/Building Services Department's mission statement where the 

language of “preservation of neighborhood” has been reduced or completely erased  
4. California experiencing a severe drought 

 
Without the protection of “preservation of neighborhood” clause, we fear that our neighborhood could 
turn into a service community without the economical benefits. Some of the vital, important 
infrastructures are historically located in Toler Heights, below 580.  
 
The Master Plan presented by SunCal is that of an inclusive neighborhood.  
 
Two policies should not simultaneously exist in one city: one making it easy for existing, older 
neighborhood to be changed or bulldozed, and another to build NEW neighborhood in which prized, 
traditional neighborhood value is created and preserved. That is contradictory and not fair. 
 
We insist that the city planners look at resources being utilized in this region broadly, strategically, 
and through a multi-neighborhoods and District view when making recommendations on NEW zoning 
and land use. First, to make sure that spill over bad effects are not shouldered entirely by my 
neighborhood. Second, to create an environment that surrounding neighborhoods can all benefit 
economically.  
 
We would like the EIR to look at: 
 

1. Regional water resources impact. As of this writing, the CA drought is raging on. EBMUD has 
a reservoir in Toler Heights, Seneca St. Its fate is undecided. ( please make sure it will not be 
demolished senselessly. ) 

2. Traffic congestion at the Golf Links Road 580 exit / entrance :  

both of commuters and also shoppers to the Foothill Square Development, Bishop O' Dowd 
High School, Oak Knoll commercial area, expanded Oakland Zoo, increased use of the three 
gas stations at the Golf Links exit, etc.  

 

3. a fire station is located in Toler Heights, (98th / Cherokee St. ) Noise impact from possible 
increase usage of fire / medical services 24/7:  

4. demographic study: whether there is needs for additional schools to serve incoming young 
people  

 

5. Economic impact on FoodsCo / Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd due to competitions 
from Oak Knoll Commerical area. ( causing negative effects on revitalization of MacArthur 
Blvd. )  
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6. Assisted re-location of existing wild life in the Oak Knoll Area before construction phase. 
7. Preservation of Oakland heritage, Club Knoll.  
8. Preservation of open space, native plants and existing wild life 

 

9. Construction impact: air quality, noise and traffic 
10. We also would like the city to look at the RH - Hillside residential zoning designation in this 

new development. With the exception of Montclair area, other existing Oakland Hills residential 
homes are designated RD-1, despite having similar big lot sizes and are built on a hill. Hillside 
residential zoning enjoys extra property value and lower density protection that exisiting hillside 
homes do not have.  We think this is another example of zoning discrepancy between new and 
old existing neighborhoods. 

Thank you 
 
We look forward to continuing dialogue between interested groups on these issues. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
Toler Heights resident 
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member 
 
Andrea Luna 
Chair of Toler Height Neighborhood Council 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
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Danielle Dowler

From: Angie Tam <havefun1000@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 6:26 PM

To: Merkamp, Robert; Andrea Fournier; Toler Heights; Howard Dyckoff; Nedra Williams

Subject: Re: Public Comment on ER 15-004,  Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project

Dear Mr. Merkamp 
 
I need to send a revised Public comment on Oak Knoll from Toler Heights . I made a factual mistake. 
 
It will be entitled "Final Public Comment on ER 15-004 Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan  from 
Toler Heights Neighborhood."  
 
To keep to the integrity of the comment, the mistake will not be erased.  I also added Andrea Fournier 
and Howard Dyckoff as the third and fourth signers of the document. 
 
It's send before the tonight's deadline, still meeting the legal requirement. and I will also attach a pdf 
for easier reading. 
 
Thank you 
Angie Tam 
 
 

On Tuesday, April 21, 2015 4:19 PM, Angie Tam <havefun1000@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 

   
Subject: Public Comment on the Oak Knoll Development, ER 15-004 
Date: 4/21/2015 
 
Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
 
Andrea Luna 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
 
 
To Dear Mr. Robert Merkamp 
 
We represent the Toler Heights neighborhood on the Oak Knoll Development issue. Toler Heights is 
south of the Oak Knoll Development, between 580 and MacArthur Blvd. At a minimal, our 
neighborhood will share the Golf Links Road 580 freeway exit / entrance with the new development. 
 
We are concerned with the economic and environmental impact this will have for the area south of 
the Oak Knoll development and to the MacArthur Blvd ( the commercial corridor).  
 
There are environmental and policy changes since the old EIR was written in the mid-2000s. 
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Changes include: 
 

1. Approved expansion of the Oakland Zoo  
2. Newly build Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd.  
3. Changed Oakland Planning/Building Services Department's mission statement where the 

language of “preservation of neighborhood” has been reduced or completely erased  
4. California experiencing a severe drought 

 
Without the protection of “preservation of neighborhood” clause, we fear that our neighborhood could 
turn into a service community without the economical benefits. Some of the vital, important 
infrastructures are historically located in Toler Heights, below 580.  
 
The Master Plan presented by SunCal is that of an inclusive neighborhood.  
 
Two policies should not simultaneously exist in one city: one making it easy for existing, older 
neighborhood to be changed or bulldozed, and another to build NEW neighborhood in which prized, 
traditional neighborhood value is created and preserved. That is contradictory and not fair. 
 
We insist that the city planners look at resources being utilized in this region broadly, strategically, 
and through a multi-neighborhoods and District view when making recommendations on NEW zoning 
and land use. First, to make sure that spill over bad effects are not shouldered entirely by my 
neighborhood. Second, to create an environment that surrounding neighborhoods can all benefit 
economically.  
 
We would like the EIR to look at: 
 

1. Regional water resources impact. As of this writing, the CA drought is raging on. EBMUD has 
a reservoir in Toler Heights, Seneca St. Its fate is undecided. ( please make sure it will not be 
demolished senselessly. ) 

2. Traffic congestion at the Golf Links Road 580 exit / entrance :  

both of commuters and also shoppers to the Foothill Square Development, Bishop O' Dowd 
High School, Oak Knoll commercial area, expanded Oakland Zoo, increased use of the three 
gas stations at the Golf Links exit, etc.  

 

3. a fire station is located in Toler Heights, (98th / Cherokee St. ) Noise impact from possible 
increase usage of fire / medical services 24/7:  

4. demographic study: whether there is needs for additional schools to serve incoming young 
people  

 

5. Economic impact on FoodsCo / Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd due to competitions 
from Oak Knoll Commerical area. ( causing negative effects on revitalization of MacArthur 
Blvd. )  
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6. Assisted re-location of existing wild life in the Oak Knoll Area before construction phase. 
7. Preservation of Oakland heritage, Club Knoll.  
8. Preservation of open space, native plants and existing wild life 

 

9. Construction impact: air quality, noise and traffic 
10. We also would like the city to look at the RH - Hillside residential zoning designation in this 

new development. With the exception of Montclair area, other existing Oakland Hills residential 
homes are designated RD-1, despite having similar big lot sizes and are built on a hill. Hillside 
residential zoning enjoys extra property value and lower density protection that exisiting hillside 
homes do not have.  We think this is another example of zoning discrepancy between new and 
old existing neighborhoods. 

Thank you 
 
We look forward to continuing dialogue between interested groups on these issues. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Angie Tam 
havefun1000@yahoo.com 
510-562-9934 
Toler Heights resident 
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member 
 
Andrea Luna 
Chair of Toler Height Neighborhood Council 
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com 
 
 



Subject:  Public Comment on the Oak Knoll Development,  ER 15-004
Date: 4/21/2015

Angie Tam
havefun1000@yahoo.com
510-562-9934

Andrea Luna
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com

Andrea Fournier
tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com

Howard Dyckoff
howarddy@gmail.com

To Mr. Robert Merkamp

We represent the  Toler Heights neighborhood on the Oak Knoll Development issue.  Toler Heights is  
south of the Oak Knoll Development,  between 580 and MacArthur  Blvd.  At a minimal, our 
neighborhood will share the  Golf Links Road 580 freeway exit / entrance with the new development.

We are concerned with the economic and environmental impact this will have for the area south of the 
Oak Knoll development and to the  MacArthur Blvd ( the commercial corridor).   

There are environmental and policy changes since the old EIR was written in the mid-2000s.

Changes include:

1. Approved expansion of the Oakland Zoo 
2. Newly build  Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd. 
3. Changed Oakland Planning/Building Services Department's mission statement where the 

language of  “preservation of neighborhood” has  been reduced or  completely erased 
4. California  experiencing a severe drought

Without the protection of “preservation of neighborhood” clause, we fear that  our neighborhood could 
turn into a service community without the economical benefits.  Some of the vital, important 
infrastructures are historically located in Toler Heights, below 580.  

The Master Plan presented by SunCal is that of an inclusive neighborhood. 

Two policies should not simultaneously exist in one city: one making it easy for existing, older  
neighborhood to be changed or bulldozed, and another to build NEW neighborhood in which prized, 
traditional neighborhood value is created and preserved. That is contradictory and not fair.

We insist that the city planners look at resources being utilized in this region broadly, strategically, and 
through a  multi-neighborhoods and  District view when making recommendations on NEW zoning and

mailto:havefun1000@yahoo.com
mailto:tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com
mailto:tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com


land use.  First, to make sure that spill over bad effects are not shouldered entirely by my 
neighborhood. Second, to create an environment that surrounding neighborhoods can all benefit 
economically.  

We would like the EIR to look at:

1. Regional water resources impact.  As of this writing, the CA drought is raging on.  EBMUD has
a reservoir in Toler Heights, Seneca St.  Its fate is undecided.  ( please make sure it will not be 
demolished senselessly. )

2. Traffic congestion at the Golf Links Road 580 exit / entrance :  
both of commuters and also shoppers to the Foothill Square Development, Bishop O' Dowd 
High School, Oak Knoll commercial area, expanded Oakland Zoo, increased use of the 
three gas stations at the Golf Links exit, etc.  

3. a fire station is located in Toler Heights, (98th / Cherokee St. ) Noise impact from possible 
increase usage of fire / medical services 24/7:  

4. demographic study: whether there is needs for additional schools to serve incoming young 
people 

5. Economic impact on FoodsCo / Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd due to competitions 
from Oak Knoll Commerical area. ( causing negative effects on  revitalization of MacArthur 
Blvd. ) 

6. Assisted re-location of existing wild life in the Oak Knoll Area before construction phase.

7. Preservation of Oakland heritage, Club Knoll. 

8. Preservation of open space, native plants and existing wild life

9. Construction impact: air quality, noise and traffic

10. We also would like the city to look at the RH - Hillside residential zoning designation in this 
new development.  With the exception of  Montclair area,  other existing Oakland Hills 
residential homes are designated RD-1, despite having similar big lot sizes and are built on a 
hill.   Hillside residential zoning enjoys extra property value  and lower density protection that 
exisiting hillside homes do not have.  I think this is another example of zoning discrepancy 
between new and old existing neighborhoods.

      
Factual Correction to item 10:  submitted: approximately 6:17 pm 4/21/2015
Sorry, my mistake.  Angie Tam
I would like correct the  comment on item 10 concerning Hillside residential zoning designation
between new and old neighborhoods.  It turned out the discrepancy is between hillside 
neighborhoods  above and below 580, rather than between old and new development.   Hillside 
neighborhoods (RD-1) , below 580  are not protected by the lower density zoning despite 
having big lot sizes and are built on a hill. Hillside residential is a historical, existing zoning for 
this new development. We withdraw our comment on item 10.



Please add us to your email list concerning this development.

Thank you

We look forward to continuing dialogue between interested groups on these issues.

Sincerely

Angie Tam
havefun1000@yahoo.com
510-562-9934
Toler Heights resident
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member

Andrea Luna
510-919-6493
Chair of Toler Height Neighborhood Council
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com

Andrea Fournier
Vice- chair of Toler Heights Neighborhood Council
tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com

Howard Dyckoff
howarddy@gmail.com
Toler Heights resident
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member

mailto:tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com
mailto:tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com
mailto:havefun1000@yahoo.com
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Danielle Dowler

From: Eric Quinlan <eric.quinlan@dpfg.com>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2015 3:20 PM

To: Merkamp, Robert

Subject: Oak Knoll Fiscal Impact Analysis

Robert, 

 

I also left you a VM.  I am looking for information on the City’s requirements for the FIA that we are preparing for the 

project.  Is there a document you can forward me?  Any information you can provide will be helpful!  Thanks! 

 

Eric Quinlan 

 

 
4380 Auburn Blvd 

Sacramento, CA 95841 

Tel: (916) 480-0305 ext. 203 

Fax: (916) 480-0499 

Email:  eric.quinlan@dpfg.com 

Website: www.dpfg.com 
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Danielle Dowler

From: Don and Jeannette <earthstravelers@sbcglobal.net>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:44 PM

To: Reid, Larry; Mossburg, Pat

Cc: Office of the Mayor; Kalb, Dan; Pkernighan@oaklandnet.com; McElhaney, Lynette; 

Campbell Washington, Annie; Gallo, Noel; Brooks, Desley; At Large; Flynn, Rachel; 

Merkamp, Robert; Klein, Heather; tpkeliher@gmail.com; sveltri@suncal.com

Subject: Oak Knoll Coalition—Conditional letter of support for the former Oak Knoll Naval Base 

Attachments: OKC-LetterOfConditionalSupport_3-19-2015.pdf

   
Dear Mr. Reid: 
Please find attached Oak Knoll Coalition's letter of conditional support for SunCal's proposed development 

at Oak Knoll. Oak Knoll Coalition (OKC) looks forward to working with you and SunCal in finally realizing 
development at Oak Knoll that is both complementary and appropriate for the surrounding neighborhood 
as well as beneficial for Oakland. As you know OKC represents thousands of nearby neighbors who have, 

along with you, worked tirelessly for more than 15 years to arrive at this point. As you probably 
recall, OKC was instrumental in filing claims totaling $115 million against Lehman Bros. (the property's 
last developer) in federal bankruptcy court in New York and played a pivotal role working with Oakland's 
former city attorney in forcing Lehman, while they hid behind a shroud of bankruptcy, to return to Oak 

Knoll and spend nearly $10 million cleaning up illegal blight they dumped upon our community. OKC has 
been steadfast and will continue to be so in our endeavor to realize successful development at Oak Knoll 
and look forward to working closely with you toward this well-earned goal. 

Sincerely, 
Donald Mitchell     



 

March 18, 2015 

To: Council District 7—Larry Reid 

CC: Mayor—Libby Shaaf  
Council District 1—Dan Kalb 
Council District 2—Abel J. Guillen 
Council District 3—Lynette Gibson McElhaney 
Council District 4—Annie Campbell Washington 
Council District 5—Noel Gallo 
Council District 6—Desley Brooks 
Councilmember At Large—Rebecca Kaplan 
SunCal—Pat Keliher, Sam Veltri 
City of Oakland Planning—Rachel Flynn, Robert Merkamp, Heather Klein 

 

Dear Council Member Larry Reid, 

The Oak Knoll Coalition (OKC) was created in the 1990s to bring long-term public 
benefits at the closed Oak Knoll Naval Hospital in Oakland. Members have been 
involved in all aspects of the long planning process. We have spoken at public meetings, 
hired lawyers, educated neighbors, prepared official comments regarding environmental 
reports, and met with city staff as well as council members and prospective site 
developers. Collectively, the Coalition represents more than 2,400 homes and gives voice 
to five residential associations in neighborhoods surrounding the Oak Knoll site. 

The Oak Knoll Coalition conditionally supports SunCal’s “Illustrative Masterplan” for 
the former Oakland Naval Medical Center at Oak Knoll, dated February 26, 2015, 
providing that the following points of concern be codified in the Conditions of 
Agreement between the City of Oakland and SunCal: 

1. No more than 935 housing units as provided in the above-referenced plan.  

2. No more than 70,000 square feet of commercial development with deed restrictions 
acceptable to the community regarding delivery hours, odors, lighting, noise, and use. 

3. Entrances and exits to the development must be restricted to Mountain Blvd. and 
Keller Ave. Access to Barcelona St. and Sage Rd. will be locked EVAs. 

4. No residential lots shall load onto St. Andrews Rd. 

5. The project must include no less than 83 acres of open space, as specified in the Land 
Use Summary, page one. 

6. The knoll and adjacent oak woodland must be preserved as undeveloped open space. 
The proposed memorial pavilion must be relocated off the knoll and replaced by a 
commemorative public art project located elsewhere on the site.  
(See public art recommendations below regarding the Oak Knoll commemorative.) 

7. No less than 12.84 acres of the adjacent 14-acre parcel, if acquired, must be included 
in the development’s open space in accordance with page one of Open Space 
Comparisons dated February 26, 2015. 

8. All of Rifle Range Creek that is located on SunCal property must be day-lighted, 
restored, and maintained as a public amenity. 
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9. All of the open space and trails outlined in the above-referenced plan must remain 
open to the public, free of charge, including parking. 

10. The proposed mix of housing types—multifamily, townhouses, and single 
family—leads OKC to conclude that all housing at the site should be market rate. 
That designation must be stipulated in the Conditions of Agreement. 

Because the Navy, General Services Administration, and Lehman/SunCal failed to 
protect Club Knoll from decades of vandalism and weather damage, restoration cost 
would be significant. Historically, the City of Oakland has been unwilling to assume 
responsibility for maintaining any public amenities at the site, including Club Knoll. 

Therefore, OKC reluctantly supports the development of a centrally located community 
center as an alternative to restoring Club Knoll, with the following conditions (to be 
included in the Conditions of Agreement): 

1. Architectural guidelines for the new community center must be influenced by the 
original Club Knoll design. 

2. Where possible, architecturally valuable elements, such as the interior wood trusses, 
should be salvaged from Club Knoll and utilized in the new community center. 

3. The community center should be made available to the surrounding community for 
meetings and community functions at rates comparable to nearby venues.  

Finally, all funds generated by this project in accordance with the city’s public art 
ordinance must be used on site. A public art professional or team of professionals, 
selected by a panel composed of design professionals and stakeholders, must be 
commissioned under the City of Oakland Public Art Ordinance to design, fabricate, and 
install a public art project that commemorates the medical professionals that provided 
valuable services to World War II, Korean, and Vietnam-era military personnel. The 
location (specifically excluding the knoll and adjacent oak woodland) will be 
determined by the public art professional in collaboration with SunCal design staff, the 
selection panel, and community representatives.  

Although this letter is intended as a public statement of OKC’s general support for the 
above-referenced plan, the Coalition’s continued support is wholly dependent on the 
codification of the issues outlined above. 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

— Donald Mitchell, Oak Knoll Coalition Contact,  
Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association (earthstravelers@sbcglobal.net) 

— Sandra Marburg, Associated Residents of Sequoyah Highlands 

— Philip Dow, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association 

— Tamara Thompson, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Improvement Association 

— Lee Ann Smith, Sequoyah Heights 

— Robert Clark, Sequoyah Hills 

— Gaile Hofmann, Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association 

www.oakknollcoalition.org  page 2 of 2 
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DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

# Area Unit Type Unit 
Count

1 Town Center Multifamily 134

2 Creekside North Townhomes 140

3 Uplands North Townhomes 60

4 Creekside Village 1

Townhomes 87

Single Family 1 26

Single Family 2 93

5 Creekside Village 2 Townhomes 70

6 Creekside South
Townhomes 76

Single Family 53

7 Uplands South Single Family 49

8 Uplands East Single Family 147

TOTAL 935
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LAND USE SUMMARY

Use Area 
(ac.)

Developed Area 88.6

Major Streets (approx) 17

Parks and Open Space 83

TOTAL 188.6EVA

EVA

EVA
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Subject:  Public Comment on the Oak Knoll Development,  ER 15-004
Date: 4/21/2015

Angie Tam
havefun1000@yahoo.com
510-562-9934

Andrea Luna
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com

Andrea Fournier
tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com

Howard Dyckoff
howarddy@gmail.com

To Mr. Robert Merkamp

We represent the  Toler Heights neighborhood on the Oak Knoll Development issue.  Toler Heights is  
south of the Oak Knoll Development,  between 580 and MacArthur  Blvd.  At a minimal, our 
neighborhood will share the  Golf Links Road 580 freeway exit / entrance with the new development.

We are concerned with the economic and environmental impact this will have for the area south of the 
Oak Knoll development and to the  MacArthur Blvd ( the commercial corridor).   

There are environmental and policy changes since the old EIR was written in the mid-2000s.

Changes include:

1. Approved expansion of the Oakland Zoo 
2. Newly build  Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd. 
3. Changed Oakland Planning/Building Services Department's mission statement where the 

language of  “preservation of neighborhood” has  been reduced or  completely erased 
4. California  experiencing a severe drought

Without the protection of “preservation of neighborhood” clause, we fear that  our neighborhood could 
turn into a service community without the economical benefits.  Some of the vital, important 
infrastructures are historically located in Toler Heights, below 580.  

The Master Plan presented by SunCal is that of an inclusive neighborhood. 

Two policies should not simultaneously exist in one city: one making it easy for existing, older  
neighborhood to be changed or bulldozed, and another to build NEW neighborhood in which prized, 
traditional neighborhood value is created and preserved. That is contradictory and not fair.

We insist that the city planners look at resources being utilized in this region broadly, strategically, and 
through a  multi-neighborhoods and  District view when making recommendations on NEW zoning and

mailto:havefun1000@yahoo.com
mailto:tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com
mailto:tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com


land use.  First, to make sure that spill over bad effects are not shouldered entirely by my 
neighborhood. Second, to create an environment that surrounding neighborhoods can all benefit 
economically.  

We would like the EIR to look at:

1. Regional water resources impact.  As of this writing, the CA drought is raging on.  EBMUD has
a reservoir in Toler Heights, Seneca St.  Its fate is undecided.  ( please make sure it will not be 
demolished senselessly. )

2. Traffic congestion at the Golf Links Road 580 exit / entrance :  
both of commuters and also shoppers to the Foothill Square Development, Bishop O' Dowd 
High School, Oak Knoll commercial area, expanded Oakland Zoo, increased use of the 
three gas stations at the Golf Links exit, etc.  

3. a fire station is located in Toler Heights, (98th / Cherokee St. ) Noise impact from possible 
increase usage of fire / medical services 24/7:  

4. demographic study: whether there is needs for additional schools to serve incoming young 
people 

5. Economic impact on FoodsCo / Foot Hill Square Retail at MacArthur Blvd due to competitions 
from Oak Knoll Commerical area. ( causing negative effects on  revitalization of MacArthur 
Blvd. ) 

6. Assisted re-location of existing wild life in the Oak Knoll Area before construction phase.

7. Preservation of Oakland heritage, Club Knoll. 

8. Preservation of open space, native plants and existing wild life

9. Construction impact: air quality, noise and traffic

10. We also would like the city to look at the RH - Hillside residential zoning designation in this 
new development.  With the exception of  Montclair area,  other existing Oakland Hills 
residential homes are designated RD-1, despite having similar big lot sizes and are built on a 
hill.   Hillside residential zoning enjoys extra property value  and lower density protection that 
exisiting hillside homes do not have.  I think this is another example of zoning discrepancy 
between new and old existing neighborhoods.

      
Factual Correction to item 10:  submitted: approximately 6:17 pm 4/21/2015
Sorry, my mistake.  Angie Tam
I would like correct the  comment on item 10 concerning Hillside residential zoning designation
between new and old neighborhoods.  It turned out the discrepancy is between hillside 
neighborhoods  above and below 580, rather than between old and new development.   Hillside 
neighborhoods (RD-1) , below 580  are not protected by the lower density zoning despite 
having big lot sizes and are built on a hill. Hillside residential is a historical, existing zoning for 
this new development. We withdraw our comment on item 10.



Please add us to your email list concerning this development.

Thank you

We look forward to continuing dialogue between interested groups on these issues.

Sincerely

Angie Tam
havefun1000@yahoo.com
510-562-9934
Toler Heights resident
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member

Andrea Luna
510-919-6493
Chair of Toler Height Neighborhood Council
tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com

Andrea Fournier
Vice- chair of Toler Heights Neighborhood Council
tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com

Howard Dyckoff
howarddy@gmail.com
Toler Heights resident
Toler Heights Neighborhood Council member

mailto:tolerheightshelpdesk@gmail.com
mailto:tolerheightscouncil@gmail.com
mailto:havefun1000@yahoo.com




Comments regarding the preparation of a revised SEIR 

 for the Oak Knoll Mixed Use Community Plan Project  

(Case File: ER15-004) 

 

 

Oakland City Planning Commission 

Attn: Mr. Robert Merkamp 

April 21, 2015 

 

Commissioners, 

Mr. Merkamp 

 

My wife and I are residents of the City of Oakland and live on Coach Dr. overlooking the former Oak 

Knoll Naval Medical Center.  We have reviewed the “Illustrative Masterplan” provided by SunCal/Oak 

Knoll Venture Acquisitions LLC and the City of Oakland regarding the development of the Oak Knoll 

property. 

Our comments on the Illustrative Masterplan are: 

1) We support the redevelopment of the Oak Knoll Naval Medical Center property as a mixed use 

community.  However the revised Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) should 

address a number of shortcomings and concerns. 

2) We concur and support the comments provided by the Oak Knoll Coalition (OKC) letter to 

Councilmember Larry Reid  and to the City Council members, Planning Commission, and 

Planning Department dated March 18, 2015.  

3) In particular, we support the OKC comments stating that knoll and adjacent grassland/woodland 

be preserved intact.  We support only the addition of a simple walking trail crossing the hill.  This 

area is prime wildlife habitat.  We frequently observe deer, turkeys, and other species utilizing 

the hill for forage and cover.  Preserving some of that service is important and can only be done 

if the area is not heavily traveled or degraded by the installation of the proposed 

Commemorative Park. 

4) The proposed placement of the Commemorative Park memorial is inappropriate on the knoll.  It 

should be located neared to the center of the development at either the Creekside retail area or 

the adjacent open park area along Mountain Blvd. 

5) We also support the OKC in recommending that Rifle Range Creek be day-lighted over its 

entirety through the property. The creek provides both recreation and wildlife habitat 

opportunities and should be maintained/restored. 



6) We are particularly concerned that the SEIR address the increased traffic load placed on the 

Interstate 580 on/off ramps to Keller Ave, and the need for redesign of these on/off ramps.  The 

addition of almost 1000 units of housing will likely double-triple the number of daily trips 

through these ramps.  Currently these ramps are poorly designed, poorly lighted, and in 

disrepair.   

a. The I-580West off-ramp to Keller Ave is short, and terminates in a sharp J-hook to a stop 

sign on Mountain Blvd.  Visibility from that stop sign southward toward the Oak Knoll 

entrance is extremely limited by fences and planting.  Since this would be a primary 

direction of travel for many Oak Knoll residents, improvements in the ramp are needed.   

b. The  I-580W on-ramp from Keller/Mountain Blvd is also quite short and has limited 

visibility for merging vehicles to see freeway traffic before reaching the end of the on-

ramp. 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment and review the proposed redevelopment plan and look 

forward to seeing the SEIR completed. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lyman Young 







April 21, 2015 
 
Robert Merkamp (rmerkamp@oaklandnet.com) 
Development Planning Manager, City of Oakland 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2214 
Oakland, CA 94612 
 
cc:  
Councilperson Larry Reid; lreid@oaklandnet.com 
 
Re: ER15-004 
 
Dear Mr. Merkamp, 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to make specific comments/requests regarding the preparation of the SEIR for the 
former Oakland Naval Medical Center. 
 

1. Request Renderings:  It appears that there is planned a 3-story townhouse complex on the corner of and down 
Mountain Blvd., and on the corner of and up Sequoyah Rd. It has been indicated that these townhouses will be 
constructed on top of fill; making it appear taller than the 35’ height specified.  It is also indicated from the draft 
plan shown to the community that there will many of these townhouses in a row.  

 
As this will sit across from single-family homes at Sequoyah Rd., it seems that this will look/feel out of 
proportion from the surrounding single-family homes and far too monolithic when driving down Mountain Blvd. 
 
I’m requesting that SunCal/the architect provides renderings showing what this series of townhouses will look 
like from across both Mountain Blvd. and across from Sequoyah Rd.  
 

2. Migratory Bird Act:  I would like to request that it be recommended that the cutting of all/any trees be in 
compliance with the migratory bird act which prohibits cutting during certain months. 

 
3. Air Quality:  The topography of the Oak Knoll site is such that it funnels the smells and fumes into the 

surrounding neighborhoods.  During construction, the day-to-day fumes from trucks and other sources, dirt, and 
dust will flow directly into neighboring homes. This flow should be studied and mitigated to lessen the harmful 
impacts on the neighboring community.  

 
4. Construction Noise Abatement:  The neighbors of this development will have to endure many years of 

construction noise disrupting their lives. We request that the developers limit their construction activity to 
Monday through Friday; from 7am to 7pm. We request that construction activity be prohibited on Saturdays and 
Sundays all day. 

 
Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
Jeannette Yusko 
SHOKNA (Sequoyah Hills, Oak Knoll Neighborhood Association) 
jlyusko@lmi.net 
510-917-7054 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Propos~d Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives 

,,<,~:;ti~~< ·Na~~.i~~%~~ji?;,,~tf~J~r~~~~l~~!':~21;~:::~;:x~~~~ Residential 
AI!ernatiye 

Land Use 

Socioeconomics 

No impacts are 
expected. 

No impacts are 
expected 

------~ 

No impacts are 
expected. 

No impacts are 
expected. 

No significant iand use impacts 
would result from 
implementation of this 
alternative, because no 
disruption of existing 
surrounding land uses would 
occur. No substantially 
incompatible land uses would be 
introduced, and proposed land 
uses would not have the 

. potential to disrupt or divide the 
established physical land use 
configurations. 

Impact. A significant and 
mitigable impact may result 
from overcrowding in the 
Oakland Unified School District 
(OUSD). The Maximum 
Capacity Alternative would 
generate 261 students by 2020, 
assuming full buildout. This 
increase would represent less 
than one percent of the total 
1994 Oakland Unified School 
District (OUSD) enrollment. 
Additional students also may 
have significant and mitigable 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
land use impacts would result 
from conflicts with existing 
residential uses due to the 
development of a research and 
development facility, 
particularly a biotechnology 
tenant. Certain safety measures 
would be required to ensure 
isolation of laboratory areas and . 
potentially hazardous materials 
from the general population. 

Mitigation: The impacts of a 
research and development facility 
would be mitigable to a level that· 
is nonsignificant by limiting all 
operations conducted on-site to 
those with a low level of risk 
consistent with surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Impact. A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from overcrowding in the 
Oakland Unified School District 
(OUSD). The Mixed Use Village 
Alternative would generate 
approximately 110 students by 
2020, assuming full buildout. 
This increase would represent 
less than one percent of the total 
1994 OUSD enrollment. 
Additional students also may 
have significant and mitigable 
impacts on Oak Knoll Study 

Naval Medical Center Oakland 
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No significant land use impacts 
would result from 
impl~mentation of this 
alternative, because no 
disruption of existing 
surrounding land uses would 
occur. 

'-. 

Impact. A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from overcrowding in the' 
Oakland Unified School District 
(OUSD). The Single Use 
Campus Alternative would 
generate approximately 79 
students by 2020, assuming full 
buildout. This increase would 
represent less than one percent 
of the total 1994 OUSD 
enrollment. 

No significant land use impacts 
would result from 
implementation of this 
alternative, because no 
disruption of existing 
surrounding land uses would 
occur. 

Impact .. A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from overcrowding in the 
Oakland Unified School District 
(OUSD). The Residential 
Alternative would generate 
'approximately 141 (Option I) to 
231 (Option 2) studeim by the 
year 2020, assuming full 
buildout. This would represent 
an increase of less than one 
percent for both Option 1 and 
Option 2 of the total 1994 
OUSD enrollment. Additional 



Resource 
Category 

Socioeconomics 
(continued) 

.•.... 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

Navy Action : Comm:unityReuse Alternatives 

Navy Disposal 
No. Action 
AlternatiYe 

No impacts are No impacts are 
expected. expected, 

.. _--------------

Maxhnum.Capadty Mixed Use Village 
Alternative Alternative 

impacts on Oak Knoll Study Area schools if it results in new 
Area schools if it results on new school construction. 
school construction, 

Mitigation: Mitigation measures Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
to reduce overcrowding to less the Maximum Capacity 
than significant levels would Alternative. 
include the following: (1) 
reassigning students among 
district schools to account for 
changing population and new 
development; (2) continuation 
and expansion of year·round 
schools; (3) more efficient use of 
underutilized andlor abandoned 
school facilities; (4) the addition 
of portable classrooms; and (5) 
the busing of students to less 
crowded schools. If these 
measures do not reduce 
overcrowding, OUSD may have 
to expand existing schools or 
construct new schools. All of 
these measures would require 
varying amounts of funding. If 
current sources of funding, 
including the City of Oakland 
school mitigation fees, increases 
in property tax and sales tax 
revenues, and increases in state 
funding are insufficient to pay 
for the cOSt of mitigating 
overcrowding. the OUSD would 
formulate and implement 

Na'C!al Medical Center Oakland 
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Single Use Campus Residential 
Alternative Alternative 

.students also may have 
significant and mitigable impacts 
on Oak Knoll Study Area 
schools if it result in new school 
construction. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
the Maximum Capacity same as indicated for the 
Alternative. Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

_----.J;:rc= 
I' 



Socioeconomics 
(continued) 

Public Services No impacts are 
expected. 

--~ 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

. and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

specific measures to raise 
additional funds. Funding 
sources which may be considered 
by the OUSD include: (1) 
adjustmentS of school mitigation 
fees on commercial and 
residential development; (2) the 
creation of special assessment or 
Mello Roos districts or 
annexation to a Community 
Facilities District; (3) sale of 
surplus OUSD property; and (4) 
any other funding mechanism 
available to the OUSD by state 
law or local ordinances, 
including those measures 
identified in the OUSD's 
Developer Fee J usiification 
Study (OUSD 1996). 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from an increase in demand for 
City of Oakland police services. 
The impact at the time of 
build out of this alternative 
would be significant because the 
City of Oakland Police 
Department has determined that 
the mix of residential, retail, 
recreation/ golf course and open 
space ~reas would require one 
new full·time police officer 
working 40 hours per week in 
Beat 35 to adequately provide 
coverage at the Naval Medical 
Center Oakland (NMCO). 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from an increase in demand for 
City of Oakland police services. 
The impact at the time of 
buildout of this alternative 
would be significant because the 
City of Oakland Police 
Department has determined that. 
the mix of residential, retail, and 
open space areas would require 
one new full·time police officer 
working 40 hours per week in 
Beat 35 to adequately provide 
coverage at the Naval Medical 
Center Oakland (NMCO). 

Naval Medica! Center Oakland 
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Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from an increase in demand for 
City of Oakland police services. 
The impact at the time of 
buildout of this alternative 
would be significant because the 
City of Oakland Police 
Department has determined that 
the mix of retail, educational 
campus, and open space areas 
would require one new full·time 
police officer working 40 hours 
per week in Beat 35 to 
adequately provide coverage at 
the Naval Medical Center 
Oakland (NMCO). 

Residential 
Alternative 

Impact. A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from an increase in demand for 
City of Oakland police services. 

. Police services impacts due to 
buildout of this alternative 
would require one new police 
officer, which is the same as the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
Although Option 2, 'with 600 
residential units, would generate 
more demand than Option 1, 
with 357 units, both options 
would require one additional 
officer. 



Cultural 
Resources 

No impacts are 
expected. 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

Mitigation. The impact of 
increased demand for one 
additional police officer could be 
mitigated by the City of 
Oakland utilizing general fund 
money to pay for the new 
officer. In the event that the 
general fund is insufficient to 
pay for the increased demand, an 
alternative method would be for 
the site developer, in 
consultation with the City of 
Oakland, to explore methods of 
providing for an additional 
officer. 

Implementation of the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative 
would have no impact on 
cultural resources listed on or 
eligible for the NRHP because 
no such resources are present at 
NMCO. Future owners will be 
advised at the time of transfer 
regarding applicable regulations 
should previously unknown 
subsurface cultural resources be 
discovered during reuse 
activities. Although not eligible 
for the NRHP, Club Knoll is 
proposed for preservation and 
reuse by the public under this 
alternative. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

Implementation of the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative would have no 
impact on cultural resources listed 
on or eligible for the NRHP 
because no such resources are 
present at NMCO. Future owners 

. will be advised at the time of 
transfer regarding applicable 
regulations should previously 
unknown subsurface cultural 
resources be discovered during 
reuse activities. Although not 
eligible for the NRHP, Club 
Knoll is proposed for preservation 
and reuse by the public under this 
alternative. 

Naval Medical Center Oakland 
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Mitigation : Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Altei~ative . In addition, it is 

. foreseeable that private security 
guards would be used for the 
type of development described 
under this alternative. 

Implementation of the Single Use 
Campus Alternative would have 
no impact on cultural resources 
listed on or eligible for the NRHP 
because no such resources are 
present at NMCO. Future owners 
will be advised at the time of 
transfer regarding applicable 
regulations should previously 
unknown subsurface cultural 
resources be discovered during 
reuse activities. Although not 
eligible for the NRHP, Club Knoll 
is proposed for preservation and 
reuse by the public under this 
alternative. 

Mitigation: For Options 1 and2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative . 

Implementation of Options 1 and 
2 of the Residential Alternative 
would have no impact on cultural 
resources listed on or eligible for 
the NRHP because no such 
resources are present at NMCO. 
Future owners will be advised at 
the time of transfer regarding 
applicable regulatioris should 
previously unknown subsurface 
cultural resources be discovered 
puring reuse activities. Although 
not eligible for the NRHP, Club 
Knoll is proposed for preservation 
and reuse by the public under this 
alternative. 

--~ 



Aesthetics/ 
Scenic 
Resources 

No impacts are 
expected. 

--.~ 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action ' 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from visual contrasts due to the 
introduction of new structures 
and grading on the crest and 
northern end of Admiral's Hill, 
together with potential loss of 
trees at the northern end. These 
would be seen in views from 
NMCO use areas, Keller 
Avenue, and existing residences 
to the north, east, and south 
within foreground and 
middleground viewing distances. 
Admiral's Hill forms a 
prominent scenic feature in the 
immediate area, and visual 
contrasts could be augmen'ted by 
"skylining" of houses 
(appearance of houses along 
ridge of hills) in some closer 
views from the NMCO site. 

Mitigation: The impact is 
mitigable to a level that is less 
than significant through careful 
siting and design of new 
construction and minimizing 
losses of mature trees at the 
northern end of the hill. 
Contour grading should be used 
to minimize cuts and fills . 

Landscaping that is consistent 
with the more natural appearing 
vegetation on the surrounding 

This alternative would not 
introduce significant adverse 
effects to aesthetic or scenic 
resources. The retention of 
Adminil's Hill in its existing 
vis~al condition as open space 
would lead to reduced visual 
impacts as compared with the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
However, the Mixed Use Village 
Alternative provides less 
dramatic public viewing 
opportunities due to access 
restrictions at Admiral's Hill. 

Naval Medical Center Oakland 
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The Single Use Campus 
Alternative would introduce no 
significant adverse aesthetic or 
scenic effects. The retention of 
Admiral's Hill as open space 
would lead to reduced visual 
impacts as compared with the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
The increase in landscaped open 
space and public viewing 
opportunities throughout the 
site would lead to more 
beneficial impacts than the 
Mixed Use Alternative . 

The Residential Alternative 
would not introduce significant 
adverse effects on aesthetic or 
scenic resources. This alternative 
is similar' in overall effect to the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative, 
except without the adverse 
impacts of development on 
Admiral's Hill. The Residential 
Alternative provides less open 
space and fewer beneficial visual 
effects than either the Mixed Use 
Village or Single Use Campus 
Alternatives. 

The Residential Alternative 
contains two options, with 
residential development of 357 
and 600 units, respectively . These 
would have noticeable differences 
in density but no major difference 
in overall scenic quality or visual 
impact. 



Aesthetics/ 
Scenic 
Resources 

Biological 
Resources 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

.:N~fht,;~t,~pk·i>;'> 
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No impacts are 
expected. 

No impacts are 
expected. 

hill~ should be developed to 
. provide some screening and 
shade for new buildings, 

Sensitive Habitats 

Impa,t: Significant and mitigable 
impacts could occur if the 
proposed greenbelt along Rifle 
Range Creek is not maintained 
for the 'entire length of the creek 
on site. The removal of native 
vegetati~n surroundi~g Rifle 
Range Creek and its tributaries, 
including oaks and other native 
trees, shrubs, and ground cover, 
would adversely impact the 
riparian corridor. Direct reuse 
impacts could occur from the 
removal of vegetation. Indirect 
reuse impacts could occur from 
increased erosion and 
sedimentation in the creek and 
its tributaries , adjacent 
demolition or construction 
activities, including grading, 
cutting, filling, and other earth 
moving that may be needed to 
accommodate the 
implementation of this 
alternative. Impacts also could 
occur if habitat restoration 
activities or the building of trails 
were to adversely affect native 
vegetation, 

Sensitive Habitats 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts could occur if the 
proposed greenbelt along Rifle 
Range Creek is not maintained 
for the entire length of the creek 
on site. The removal of native 
vegetation surrounding Rifle 
Range Creek and its tributaries, 
including .oaks and other native 
trees, shrubs, and ground cover, 
would adversely impact the 
riparian corridor. Direct reuse 
impacts could occur from the 
removal of vegetation. Indirect 
reuse impacts could occur from 
increased erosion a!1d 
sedimentation in the creek ~nd 
its tributaries, adjacent 
dem~lition or construction 
activities, including grading, 
cutting, filling, and other earth 
moving that may be needed to 
accommodate the 
implementation of this 
alternative. Impacts also could 
occur if habitat restoration 
activities or the building of trails 
were to adversely affect native 
vegetation . 
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Sensitive Habitats 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts could occur if the 
proposed greenbelt along Rifle 
Range Creek is not maintained 
for the entire length of the creek 
on site. The removal of native 
vegetation surrounding Rifle 
Range Creek and its tributaries, 
including oaks and other native 
trees, shrubs, and ground cover, 
would adversely impact the 
riparian corridor. Direct reuse 
impacts could occur from the 
removal of vegetation. Indirect 
reuse impacts could occur from 
increased erosion and 
sedimentation in the creek and 
its tributaries, adjacent 
demolition or construction 
activities, i'ncluding gr~ding, 
cutting, filling, and other earth 
moving that may be needed to 
accommodate the 
implementation of this 
alternative. Impacts also could 
occur if habitat restoration 
activities or the building of trails 
were to adversely affect native 
vegetation. 

Residential 
. I%~r~ati v.e 

Sensitive Habitats 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts could occur if the 
proposed greenbelt along Rifle 
Range Creek is not maintained 
for the entire length of the creek 
on site. The removal of native 
vegetation surrounding Rifle 

. Range Creek and its tributaries, 
inCluding oaks and other native 
trees, shrubs, and ground cover, 
would adversely imp~ct the 
riparian corridor . Direct reuse 
impacts could occur from the 
removal of vegetation. Indirect 
reuse imp~cts could occur from 
increased erosion and 
sedimentation in the creek and 
its tributaries , adjacent 
demolition or construction 
activities, including grading, 
cutting, filling, and other earth 
moving that may be needed to 
accommodate the 
implementation of this 
alternative. Impacts also could 
occur if habitat restoration 
activities or the building of trails 
were to adversely affect native 
vegetation . 

-----'L 
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Biological 
Resources 
(cont in lied) 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

Mitigation. Avoid the removal 
of native vegetation in the 
ripari~n corridor during 
demolition, earth moving, 
construction, habitat restoration, 
and trail-building activities. 
Establish a permanent 50-foot 
wide restricted access buffer zone 
to protect the Rifle Range Creek 
corridor. Locate all staging areas 
in already .disturbed sites . A 
qualified biologist shall develop a 
detailed habitat restoration plan 
for restoration activities in Rifle 
Range Creek, its tributaries, and 
the surrounding riparian 
corridor that includes ongoing · 
maintenance of this buffer zone. 
This plan, to be prepared by the 
project applicant prior to 
construction, should specify ;ill 
activities necessary to restore the 
drainage with minimal erosion, 
and should be supervised by 
restoration specialists. If some 
vegetation removal is required, 
project developers should confer 
with the City of Oakland and 
the California Department of 
Fish and Game regarding the 
type of vegetation to be 
removed, the extent of removal, 
and corresponding revegetation 
mitigation requirements. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 
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Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 



Water 
Resources 

No impacts are 
expected . 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

Impact. A significant and 
mitigable impact, for CEQA 
purposes only, would result 
from removal of nonsensitive 
species of trees protected under 
the City of Oakland Tree 
Ordinance. Mitigation planning 
requires more specific site 
grading and development plans 
in order to 3CCOUl1l for the 
number of trees th3t could be 
affected . 

Mitigation: When a more specific 
site plan for development (i.e. 
grading) of the area is presented to 
the City, a tree removal permit 
would have to be obtained for 
any protected trees that are to be 
removed. The applicant would 
have to conduct a site.sp~cific 
survey of which trees would be 
removed and comply with all 
other requirements of the 
ordinance . . 

No significant water resources 
impacts would result from 
implementation of the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative, because no 
substantial flooding or erosion, 
adverse impacts to the quality of 
any significant water body, sllch 
as stream, lake, or bay, or 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact, for CEQA 

. purposes only, would result 
from removal of nonsensitive 
species of trees protected under 
the City of Oakland Tree 
Ordinance. Mitigatiort planning 
requires more specific site 
grading and development plans 
in order to account for the 
number of trees that could be 
affected. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

No significant water resources 
impacts would result from 
implementation of the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative, because no 
substantial flooding or erosion, 
adverse impacts to the quality of 
any significant water body, such 
as stream, lake, or bay, or. 
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Impa~t: A significant and 
mitigable impact, for CEQA 
purposes only, would result 
from removal of nonsensitive 
species of trees protected under 
the City of Oakland Tree 
Ordinance. Mitigation planning 
requires more specific site 
grading and development plans 
in order to account for the 
number of trees that could be 
affected 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capac ity 
Alternative. 

No significant water resources 
impacts would result from 
implementation of the Single Use 
Campus Alternative, because no 
substantial flooding or erosion , 
adverse impacts to the 'quality of 
any significant water body. such 
as stream, lake, or bay, or 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact, for CEQA 
purposes only, would result 
from removal of nonsensitive 
species of trees protected under 
the City of Oakland Tree 
Ordinance. Mitigation planning 
re<]uires more specific site 
grading and development plans 
in order to account for the 
number of trees that could be 
affected . 

Mitigation : For Options 1 and 
2, same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

No significant water resollrces 
impacts would result from 
implementation of Options 1 and 
2 of the Residential Alternative, 
because no substantial flo oding or 
erosion, adverse impacts to the 
<]uality of any significant water 
body, such as stream, lake, or bay, 

--L 



Water 
Resources 
(colllinued) 

Geology and 
Soils 

No impacts are 
expected. 

--. ~ 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

exposure of people to reasonably 
foreseeable hydrologic hazards, 
such as floodingwould occur. 

Public Exposure to Earthquakes 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact, for purposes of 
CEQA only, would result from 
increasing the number of people 
and structures near the 
geologically active Hayward 
Earthquake Fault by 
implementing the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. Although 
the physical changes required to 
implement the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative will not 
change the likelihood of an 
earthquake, increasing the 
number of people and structures 
in the vicinity of an active 
earthquake fault is considered a 
significant (and mitigable) impact 
under the CEQA guidelines. 

Mitigation: At a minimum, 
seismic upgrades to reduce life 
safety risks associated with 
structural failures for a 
moderate-probability 
earthquake, should be performed 
prior to reuse to meet life safety 
criteria. Any existing 

exposure of people to reasonably 
foreseeable hydrologic hazards, 
such as flooding would occur 

Public Exposure to Earthquakes 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact, for purposes of 
CEQA only, would result from 
increasing the number of people 
and structures near the 
geologically active Hayward 
Earthquake Fault by 
implementing the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative. Although . 
the physical changes required to 
implement the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative will not 
change the likelihood of an 
earthquake, increasing the 
number of people and structures 
in the vicinity of an active 
earthquake fault is considered a 
significant (and mitigable) impact 
under the CEQA guidelines 

Mitigation: A detailed, site
specific seismic evaluation should 
be performed to identify and 
quantify the potential hazards 
associated with reuse of existing 
structures. Because of the 
proximity of NMCO to the 
Hayward Fault, all new 
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exposure of people to reasonably 
foreseeable hydrologic hazards, 
such /as flooding would occur. 

Public Exposure to Earthquakes 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact, for purposes of 
CEQA only, would result from 
increasing the number of people 
and structures near the 
geologically active Hayward 
Earthquake Fault by 
implementing the Single Use 
Campus Alternative. Although 
the physical changes required to 
implement the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative will not 
change the likelihood of an 
earthquake, increasing the 
number of people and structures 
in the vicinity of an active 
earthquake fault is considered a 
significant (and mitigable) impact 
under the CEQ A guidelines. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Mixed Use Village 
Alternative. 

or exposure of people to 
reasonably foreseeable 
hydrologic hazards, such as 
flooding would occur. 

Public Exposure to Earthquakes 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact, for purposes of 
CEQA only, would result from 
increasing the number of people 
and structures near the 
geologically active Hayward 
Earthquake Fault by 
implementing the Options I and 
2 of the Residential Alternative. 
Although the physical changes 
required to implement the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative 
will not change the likelihood of 
an earthquake, increasing. the 
number of people and structures 
in the vicinity of an active 
earthquake fault is considered a 
significant (and mitigable) impact 
under the CEQA guidelines. 

Mitigation: New housing units 
would be designed, at a 
minimum, to meet .the 
requirements of the California 
Building Code. Because NMCO 
is located very close to the 
Hayward Fault and because 
some of the proposed 



Geology and 
Soils continued) 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

structures identified for retention 
f<;>r future use should be evaluated 
in detail to determine the cost
effectiveness of seismic upgrades. 
Existing utilities needed to 
suppon emergency services 
should be evaluated .prior to reuse 
to determine if upgrades are 
needed to meet existing code 
requirements. 

Slope Stability 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts would result from slope 
failure under the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. Since 
most of the areas proposed for 
future development are already 
developed, significant and 
mitigable impacts on slope 
stability probably would be 
limited to those areas at the base 
of steep slopes. 

structures should be designed to 
meet the site specific seismic 
design criteria. 

Slope Stability 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts would result from slope 
failure under the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative. As with the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative, 
slope failure could result in 
significant and mitigable impacts 
under the Mixed Use Village 
Alternative. Impacts would be 
similar to the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative, excc!pt that 
no development is plarined on 
the ridgetop in the nonhern 
corner of the' propeny, nearest 
the existing landslide deposits . 
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Slope Stability 

Impact: Significant and mitigable 
impacts would result from slope 
failure under the Single Use 
Campus Alternative. Impacts 
would be similar to the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative, 
except that no development is 
planned on the ridgetop i'n the 
nonhern corner of the property. 
nearest the existing landslide 
deposits. 

development would be in areas 
underlain by thick alluvium, the 
structures· should be designed to 
account for site specific 
conditions. 

Slope Stability 

Impact : Significant and mitigable 
impacts would result from slope 
failure under the Residential 
Alternative. The pote nti al for 
slope failures to imp act 
developed areas under the 
Residential Alternative would be 
simil:ir to the potential for 
failures under the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative, except that 
no development is proposed in 
the nonhern corner of the 
propeny above the existing 
landslide deposit identified by 
Nilsen (1975). The proposed 
development area c;orresponds 
with the area of existing 
development , so that it is 
Unlikely that slope failure would 
occur provided that the existing 
terrain is not severely altered. 

~-£ 



2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

": ~aVy '9iJ~,J$'~L,: j:/ ~r~~!{t~~'· •. ,., :j::: ~:.: .. · ... :~.~xi~~~~r~tf,?~~XI',,;.:'~J ;l~~iY{~!~ln~~t~~~Kl " Resici~ntial 
A'Iternative . 

Geology and 
Soils (continued) 

Traffic and 
Circulation 

No impacts are 
expected, 

-----~ 

No impacts are 
expected . 

Mitigation: Development on 
slopes greater than 30 percent 
should be minimized. Grading 
permits from the City of 
Oakland will be required. 
Compliance with requirements 
of the grading permit should 
reduce risks of slope failure in 
new development areas. 
Geotechnical investigations 
should be conducted to identify 
potential 'geologic hazards that 
may affect new building or road 
sites in potentially vulnerable 
areas, adjacent to or including 
slopes greater than 20 percent. 
Stability of the slope underlain 
by existing landslide deposits at 
the north end of the site should 
be specifically evaluated to 
identify potential hazards to 
development in this area. 

Impaci: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from a substantial increase in 
traffic c~ngestion at five project 
area intersections due to peak 
hour traffic from the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. 
Significant and mitigable impacts 
to the following intersections 
would occur: 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative, 

Impact: A significant and 
.mitigable impact would result 
from a substantial increase in 
traffic congestion at five project 
area intersections due to peak 
hour traffic from the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative , Significant 
and mitigable impacts to the 
following intersections would 
occur: 
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Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Aite,rnative. 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from a substantial increase in 
traffic congestion at four project 
area intersections due to peak 
hour traffic from the Single Use 
Campus Alternative. Significant 
and mitigable impacts to the 
following intersections would 
occur: 

'Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

. Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from a substantial increase in 
traffic congestion at two project 
area intersections due to peak 
hour traffic from the Residential 
Alternative (Option I). 
Significant and mitigable impacts 
to the following intersections 
would occur: 



Traffic and 
Circulation 
(continued) 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

• Keller / 1·580 southbound off· 
ramp; 

• Keller / Mountai n Boulevard; 

• Mountain Boulevard / ' ·580 
northbound off·ramp; 

• Mountain Boulevard / Main 
Entrance ; ~nd . 

• Mountain Boulevard / Golf 
Links Rd. 

Mitigation: The installation of 
traffic signals at the above 
locations along with minor lane 
changes (e.g. restriping) would 
mitigate the impacts to a level of 
nonsignificance .. 

Along with the installation of 
traffic signals at the Keller Avenue 
intersections, it would be 
necessary to rest ripe the traffic 
lanes on the Keller Avenue / 1-580 
overcrossing to provide two lanes 
eastbound and one lane 
westbound. This would require . 
reversing the direction of the 
center lane, which currently 
serves westbound traffic. The 
mitigation measureS described 
above would reduce the traffic 
impacts to a level of 
nonsignificance. 

• Keller / 1-580 southbound off· 
ramp ; 

• Kelle r / Mountain Boulevard; 

• Mountain Boulevard / 1·580 
northbound off· ramp; 

• Mountain Bouleva rd / Main 
Entrance; and 

Mountain Boulevard / Golf 
Links Rd. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 
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• Keller / 1-580 southbound off· 
ramp; 

• Keller / Mountain Boulevard ; 

• Mountain Boulevard / [·580 
northbound off-ramp; and 

• Mountain Boulevard I Main 
Entrance. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

• Keller / 1-580 southbound off
ramp; and 

• Kell er / Mounta in Boulevard. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from a substantial increase in 
traffic congestion at four project 
area intersections due to peak 
hour traffic from the Residential 
Alternative (Option 2) . 

The traffic impacts for the 
Residential Alternative (Option 2) 
are similar to the impacts f,?r the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
The intersections that would be 
lignificantly impacted are as 
follows : 

Keller / 1-580 southbound 
off-ramp: 

Keller I Mountain 
Boulevard: 

Mountain Boulevard / 1-580 
northbound off-ramp; and 

_---.J£ 



Traffic and 
Circulation 
(continl/ed) 

Air Quality No impacts are 
expected . 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations ·from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected . 

Tramc·related Ozone Precu rsor 
Emissions 

Impact : A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic
related ozone precursor 
emissions . Traffic associated 
with the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative would generate 
reactive organic compounds and 
nitrogen oxide emissions which 
exceed the BAAQMD impact 
significance threshold of 80 
pounds per day. 

No Mitigation. The air emissions 
analysis already accounts for 
voluntary trip reduction 
program efforts (five percent of 
total trips) and multi-purpose 
linked trips (five percent of total 
trips) . This reduction in trips 
slightly decreases the estimated 
volume of air emissions. New 
roadways within the NMCO site 
would include sidewalks and 
bicycle facilities according to 
City of Oakland standards. 
Since state law effectively 
precludes implementation of 

Trame·related Ozone PreClITSor 
Emissions 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic
related ozone precursor 
emissions. Traffic associated 
with the Mixed Use Village 
Alternative would generate 
nitrogen oxide emissions which 
exceed the BAAQMD impact 
significance threshold of 80 
pounds per day . 

No Mitigation : Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 
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Traffic-related Ozone Precursor 
Emissions 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic-related 
ozone precursor emissions . This 
impact is the same as described for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative, where traffic-related 
ozone precursor emissions and 
reactive organic compounds also 
would exceed the 80 pounds per 
day BAAQMD significance 
threshold. 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

Mountain Boulevard / Main 
Entrance. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternaiive. 

Traffic·related Ozone Precursor 
Emiss ions 

Impact : A signifiC<lnt and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic
related ozone precursor 
emissions. Traffic associated 
with Options 1 and 2 of the 
Residential Alternative would 
generate nitrogen oxide 
emissions which exceed the 
BAAQMD impact significance 
threshold of 80 pounds per day. 

No Mitigation : Same as .indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative . 



Air Quality 
(contin I/ed) 

.. \ 1 .. . 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

mandatory trip reduction 
programs, few mechanisms are 
available to the City of Oakland 
for achieving significant 
additional trip and emission 
reduction. 

Trame·related PM LQ Emissions 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic-related 
PM lo emissions. The Maximum 
Capacity Alternative would 
generate emissions above the 
BAAQMD significance 
threshold of 80 pounds per day 
for PM lo emissions. 

No Mitigation. The air emissions 
analysis already accounts for 
voluntary trip reduction 
program efforts (five percent of 
total trips) and multi-purpose 
linked trips (five percent of total 
trips) . This reduction in trips 
slightly decreases the estimated 
volume of air emissions. New 
roadways within Since state law 
effectively precludes 
implementation of mandatory 
trip reduction programs, few 
mechanisms are available to the 
City of Oakland for achieving 
significant additional trip and 
emission reduction. 

Trame·related PM,o Emissions 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic-related 
PM ,o e!1lissions. The Mixed Use 
Alternative would generate 
emissions above the BAAQMD 
threshold of 80 pounds per day 
for PM IO e~issions. 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative ~ 
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Trame-related PMLQ Emissions 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic-related 
PM,~ emissions. The Single Use 
Alternative would generate 
emissions above the BAAQMD 
threshold of 80 pounds per day 
for PM lo emissions. 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

'Trame-related PM 12 Emissions 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from an increase in traffic-related 
PM lo emissions. The Residential 
Alternative (Options 1 and 2) 
would generate emissions above 
the BAAQMD threshold of 80 
pounds per day for PM IO 

emissions. 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative, 

--£-



Resource 
Category 

Air Quality 
(w lltinucclj 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

. Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

Navy Action CommtiiiitYReus(\,Ait'etri.~tiyes 
" ,.' , . '.' " '.' , ..... . :" ' , 

Navy Disposal 
No Action 
Alternative 

Maxiiilllm Capacity 
Altern)1tiv,e .. , , ··· 1,' 

Mi~ed Use Village . 'I SirigleUse ,Campus 
,Altet;natiY,e<.:, ;" ,' '<~'I,'i.~It:~t~ilFiVe 

Dust {rom Demolit ion and 
Construction 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from dust generation associated 
with building demolition, 
renovation, and construction 
activities. Demolition, 
construction, and building 
renovation under the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative would 
occur incrementally over an 
extended buildout period, 
precluding specific estimates of 
construction-related emissions 
for any particular year. 

Construction-related dust can be 
reduced to acceptable 
(nonsignificant) levels by 
following normal dust control 

. measures. 

Dust {rom Demolition and 
Constmct ion 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from dust generation associated 
with building demolition, 
renovation, and construction 
activities . Demolition, 
construction , and building 
renovation under the Mixed Use 
Village Alternative would occu r 
incrementally over an extended 
buildout period, precluding 
specific estimates of 
construction-related emissions 
for any particular year. 

Construction-related dust can be 
reduced to accp.ptable 
(nonsignificant) levels by 
following normal dust control 
measures. 

Mitigation: Use the following dustl Mitigation : Same as indicated for 
control practices during the Maximum Capacity 
demolition, construction , and Alternative. 
renovation activitieS: 

Use mowing rather than 
discing for weed control, thus 
minimizing ground distur
bance and leaving a soil cover 
in place; 

Seed and water inactive 
portions of construction sites 
to maintain a grass cover; 
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Dust {rom Demolition and 
Construction 

Imp~ct: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from dust generation associated 
with building demolition, 
renovation, and construction 
activities. Demolition, 
construction, and building 
renovation under the Single Use 
Campus Alternative would occur 
incrementally over an extended 
buildout period, precluding 
specific estimates of 
construction-related emissions 
for any particular year. 

Construction-related dust can be 
reduced to acceptable 
(nonsignificant) levels by 
following normal dust control 
measures . 

Mitigation : Same as for the 
·Maximum Capacity Altern ative . 

Residential 
Alternative 

Dust {rom Demolition and 
Construction 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from dust generation associated 
with building demolition, 
renovation, and construction 
activities. Demolition, 
construction, and building 
renovation under the Options I 
and 2 of the Residential 
Alternative would occur 
incrementally over an extended 
buildout period , precluding 
specific estimates of 
construction-related emissions 
for any particular year. 

Construction-related dust can be 
reduced to acceptable 
(nonsignificant) levels by 
following normal dust control 
measures . 

Mitigation : For Options I and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternati ve. 



Air Quality 
(continu ed) 

Noise No impacts are 
expected. 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Iinpacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
expected. 

Minimize the area disturbed 
by clearing, earthmoving, or 
excavation activities; 

Prevent excessive dust genera· 
tion by using water or dust 
control solutions on all un
paved areas subject to vehicle 
traffic, grading or excavation; 

Ensure that any petroleum. 
based dust control products 
used on the site meet 
BAAQMD regulations for 
cutback asphalt paving 
materials; 

Halt all site clearing, grading, 
earthmoving, and excavation 
activities during periods of 
sustained strong winds 
(hourly average wind speeds 
of 20 mph or greater); 

Sweep streets adjacent to the 
construction site as necessary 
to remove accumulated dust 
and soil; and 

Properly maintain all 
construc-t ion vehicles and 
avoid excessive idling of 
inactive equipment. 

Construction and Demolition 

Impact: A significant and 
. mitigable impact would result 

from temporary noise 
disturban:.'e to adjacent land uses 
associated with demolition , 

'Construction arId Demolition ' 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from temporary noise 
disturbance to adjacent bnd uses 
associated with demolition, 
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Construction and Demolition 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from temporary noise 
disturbance to adjacent land uses 
associated with demolition, 

Construction and Demoiition 

Impa<'t: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from temporary noise 
disturbance to adjacent land uses 
associated with demolition, 

--,-~::m=--
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

, and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

construction, and remodeling of 
buildings on the NMCO site, 
Building demolition, and new 
roadway reconstruction would 
be the most substantial noise 
sources. Community Noise 
Equivalent Level increments 
could exceed 70 dB for locations 
within about 400 feet of the 
work site, 

Any occupied residential 
locations within 400 feet of 
construction sites may 
experience substantial temporary 
disturbance from construction 
noise, This would result in a 
significant and mitigable impact, 
The Maximum Capacity 
Alternative is dominated by land 
uses that are considered noise
sensitive. The phasing of 
construction and occupancy 
would determine the extent to 
which demolition and construct
ion activities cause impacts to 
on-site land uses, Most existing 
off-site residential development 
is far enough away from the 
major construction areas to 
avoid noise impacts, 
Construction activities within 
400 feet of the NMCO site 
boundary could cause temporary 
noise impacts on the 

. surrounding property. 

construction, and remodeling of 
buildings on the NMCO site .. 
This impact is the same as 
indicated for Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 
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construction, and remodeling of 
buildings on the NMCO site. 
This impact is the same as 
indicated for Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

construction, and remodeling of 
buildings on the NMCO site. 
For Options 1 and 2, this impact 
is the same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative, 



Noise 
(continlled) 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

Mitigation: Construction noise 
impacts could be reduced by 
restricting most construction 
activity to normal daytime (7:00 
am to 7:00 pm) periods. Careful 
phasing of demolition, 
constru<:tion, and remodeling 
activitieS should be implemented 
to minimize the extent to which 
occupied areas are exposed to 
construction noise . 

Noise Exposure o[Proposed Land 
Uses 

'Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from traffic noise . The western 
side of the NMCO site would 
experience high noise levels from 
traffic on [·580 and, to a lesser 
extent, Mountain Boulevard. 
Areas within 500 feet of 
Mountain Boulevard will 
generally be exposed to CNEL 
levels above 65 dB . CNEL levels 
ahove 65 dB are higher than 
normally acceptable levels for 
residential or other noise·sensitive 
land uses . 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

Noise Exposure o[Proposed Land 
Uses 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from traffic noise. This impact 
is the same as' indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
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Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

Noise Exposure o[Proposed Land 
Uses 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from traffic noise. This impact 
is the same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

Noise Exposure o/Proposei Land 
Uses 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from traffic noise . For Options 
1 and 2, this impact is the same 
as indicated for the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. 

-------'£---



Noise 
(continued) 

Utilities No impacts are 
expected . 

--.~ 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

No impacts are 
. expected. 

Mitigation : Indoor noise levels 
could be adequately reduced 
through building design. Outdoor 
noise levels could be controlled 
through the use of berms/sound· 
walls, vegetation buffer areas, 
building configurations, and other 
site planning tools, or by placing 
sensitive land uses beyond 500 feet 
from Mountain Boulevard. 

Impact 1. Potable Water Supply. 
A significant and mitigable 
impact would result from an 
increased water supply demand 
of about 112 percent over the 
historic annual demand . The 
Maximum Capacity Alternative 
is estimated to increase 
population in the region of 
influence by 3,006 which 
includes 1,565 residential users, 
and 1,441 commercial users 
(please see Table 4-5) . 
Multiplying 1,565 residential 
users times an estimated 120 
gallons per day per residential 
user (Department of Water 
Resources 1994a) equals 187, 800 
gallons of residential use per day . 
Multiplying 1,441 commercial 
users times an estimated 70 
gallons per day per commercial 
user (Department of Water 
Resources 1994b) equals 100,870 
gallons of commercial use per 

Mitigation : Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

No significant impacts to 
utilities systems or waste 
management service and landfill 
capacity would result under the 
Mixed Use Village Alternative. 
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Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

No significant impacts to 
utilities systems or waste 
management service and landfill 
capacity would result under the 
Single Use Campus Alternative. 

Mitigation : For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

No significant impacts to utilities 
systems or waste management 
service and landfill capacity would 
result under the Residential 
Alternative. 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 
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day, Adding these estimated 
daily residential (187,800 gallons) 
and commercial (100,870) uses 
equals 288,670 gallons per day 
estimated water use on site. 
Multiplying this use rate times 
365 day~ subtotals 105,364,550 
gallons. Adding at estimated 
85,490,000 gallons per year to 
irrigate the 83·acre golf course 
(based on an irrigation rate of 
1.03 million gallons per acre per 
year) totals 190,854,550 gallons 
per year estimated potable water 
demand , This represents an 
increase of about 112 percent 
over the estimated historic 
annual use of 90,000,000 gallons 
per year. 

Mitigation 1. The City of 
Oakland will expressly identify 
the water supplier(s) that will 
provide water service to the 
alternative (Cal. Pub , Res. Code 
Section 21151.9; Cal. Wac Code 
Sections 10910·10915), The City 
will ask those suppliers whether 
the water demand associated 
with the alternative has been 
included and assessed in the 
suppliers ' urban water 
management plans, and will 
require such plans to be updated 
to account for estimated demand 
from this alternative. 
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Residential 
Alternative 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

Government Code Sections 
65352 and 65J52 .5 require cities 
to consult with water suppl iers 
in connection with such 
proposed projects. Moreover, 
Government Code Sect ion 
65302, subdiyision (d), requires 
cities to coordinate with such 
suppliers in preparing the 
conservation elements of their 
general plans. That coordination 
is required to include the 
discussion and evaluation of any 
water supply and demand 
information described in Section 
65352 .5, if that information has 
been submitted by the water 
agency to the city . In addition to 
supplier identification and 
coordination, the following best 
management practices will be 
implemented by future site 
developers : 

• Interior and exterior water 
audits and incentive programs 
for single famil y resident ial , 
multi-family residential, and 
commercial users; 

• requirement of ultra low flu sh 
toilets in all new 
construct ion ; 

• distribution system water 
audits, leak detection and 
repair; 

• metering for all new 
connections a~d billing by 
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(continlled) 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

• large landscape water audits 
(golf course and recreational 
areas); 

• landscape water conservation 
for new single family homes; 
and 

• water waste prohibitions. 

Implementation of these water 
conservation practices will be 
consistent with the guidelines 
and schedules set forth in the 
Memorandum of Understanding 
Regarding Urban Water 
Conservation in California 
(California Urban Water 
Conservation Council 1994). 
Supplier identification, 
coordination, and best 
management practices 
il11pleinentation would reduce 
water supply impacts to a less 
than significant level by ensuring 
that the water supply system will 
have adequate capacity prior to 
development approval. 

No other significant impacts to 
utilities systems or waste 
management service and landfill 
capacity would result under the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
The generation of about 71,346 
tons of demolition waste would, 
however, be a significant but 
mitigable cumulative impact, and 
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Utilities 
(conrinuerl) 

Hazardous 
Materials and 
Waste 

Cumulative 
Impacts 

No impacts are 
expected. 

No impacts are 
expected . 

--~ 

2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2-6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

No impacts are 
expected. 

No impacts are 
expected. 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) . 

There .will be no significant 
hazardous materials and waste 
impacts from implementation of 
the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative, because the relatively 
low quantities of such materials 
and wastes generated would not 
result in releases that could expose 
the public or the environment to 
hazardous levels of substances. 

Socioeconom ics 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact ~ay result from 
adding students to the capacity
constrained local schools due to 
the project and cumulative 
development. 

Mitigation: Mitigation measures to 
reduce overcrowding to less than 
significant levels would include 
the following: (I) reassigning 
students among district schools to 
account for changing population 
and new development; (2) 
continuation and expansion of 
year-round schools; (3) more 
efficient use of underutilized 
and! or abandoned school 
facilities; (4) the addition of 
portable classrooms: and (5) the 
busine: of students to less crowded 

Same as indicated for Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. 

Socioeconomics 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact may result from 
adding students to the capacity
constrained local schools due to 
the project and cumulative 
developmerit . 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative . 
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as indicated for Maximum 
Capacity Alternative. 

Socioeconomics 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact may result from 
'adding students to the capacity
constrained local schools due to 

the project and cumulative 
development. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

For Options 1 and 2, same as 
indicated for the Maximum 
Capacity Alternative 

Socioeconomics 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact may result from 
adding students to the capacity
constrained local schools due to 
the project and cumulative 
development. 

Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative . 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 
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reduce ov~rcrowding, OUSD may 
have to expand existing schools or 
construct new schools. All of 
these measures would require 
varying amounts of funding. If 
current sources of funding, 
including the City of Oakland 
school mitigation fees, increases in 
property tax and sales tax 
revenues, and increases in state 
funding are insufficient to pay for 
the cost of mitigating 
overcrowding, the OUSD would 
formulate and imple~ent specific 
measures to raise additional funds . 
Funding sources which may be 
considered by the OUSD include; 
(1) adjustments of school 
mitigation fees on co~mercial and 
residential development; (2) the 
creation of special assessment or 
Mello Roos districts or 
annexation to a Community 
Facilities District; (3) sale of 
surplus OUSD property; and (4) 
any other funding mechanism 
available to the OUSD by state 
law or local ordinances, including 
those measures identified in the 
OUSD's Developer Fee 
Justification Study (OUSD 1996). 
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Residential 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

impact: A ~ignificant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from peak hour traffic 
substantially increasing traffic 
congestion at three project 
intersections, which were 
analyzed for cumulative 
conditions. These intersections 
are as follows: 

• Keller/I·SSO southbound off· 
ramp; 

• Keller/Mountain Boulevard; 
and 

• Mountain Blvd.lI·SSO 
northbound off· ramp. 

Mitigation: The installation of 
traffic signals at the above 
locations along with minor lane 
changes (i.e. restriping, etc.) 
would mitigate the impacts to a 
level of nonsignificant. 

Along with the installation of 
traffic signals at the Keller 
Avenue intersections, it will be . 
necessary to rest ripe the traffic 
lanes on the Keller Avenue/I·SSO 
overcrossing. The restriping will 
provide two lanes eastbound and 
one lane westbound. This would 
require reversing the direction of 
the center lane, which currently 
serves westbound traffic. 

impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from peak hour traffic 
substantially increasing traffic 
congestion at three project 
intersections, which were 
analyzed for cumulative 
conditions. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated fo r 
Maximum Capacity Alternative; 
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impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from peak hour traffic 
substantially increasing traffic 
congestion at three project 
intersections, which were 
analyzed for cumulative 
conditions. 

Mitigation: Same as indicated for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would result 
from peak hour traffic 
substantially increasing traffic 
congestion at three project 
intersections, which were 
analyzed for cumulative 
conditions. 

Mitigation: For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternative. 
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

,Table 2-6 ' 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

, and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

The mitigation measures 
described above would reduce 
the traffic impacts to a level of 
nonsignificant . 

Air Quality 

Impact : A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from regional ozone precursor 
anc PM,o concentrations that 
exceed state air quality standards. 
This impact is due to vehicle 
emissions associated with traffic 
from project plus cumulative 
development , 

No Mitigation: Cumulative air 
quality issues in the San 
Francisco Bay Area are addressed 
through regional air quality 
plans developed jointly by the 
Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District 
(BAAQMD), the Association of 
Bay Area Governments, and the 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission . These plans reflect 
anticipated regional land use and 
transportat ion patterns, and are 
subject to periodic review and 
revision. BAAQMD regulations 
require most new industrial 
facilitiesto fully offset emissions 
that would be generated by their 
operations. However, the 
impacts from the reuse 
alternatives are related to vehicle 

Air Quality 

Impact A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from regional ozone' precursor 
and PM,o concentrations that 
exceed state air quality standards, 
This impact is due to vehicle 
emissions associated with traffic 
from project plus cumulative 
development . 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative, 
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Air Quality -

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from regional ozone precursor 
and PMio concentrations that 
exceed state air quality standards, 
This impact is due to vehicl e 
emissions associated with traffic 
from project plus cumulative 
developm'ent. 

No Mitigation: Same as indicated 
for the Maximum Capacity 
Alternative. 

Air Quality 

Impact: A significant and 
unmitigable impact would result 
from regional ozone precursor 
'and PM, o concentrations that 
exceed state air quality standards , 
This impact is due to vehicle 
emissions associated with traffic 
from project plus cumulative 
develOPment. 

No Mitigation: For Options 1 and 
2, same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Alternati've, 

--~-
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2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action 

Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 

and Reuse Alternatives (Continued) 

emissions, which relies on 
voluntary reduction in vehicle 
trips for mitigation . Therefore, 
this impact cannot be fully 
mitigated. 

Utilities 

Impact: A significant and 
mitigable impact would occur if 
solid waste diversion (reduction 
and recycling) goals are not met 
on a regional basis. There isa 
current capacity shortfall of about 
eight million tons of landfill 
capacity to meet projected needs 
through the year 2010. 

Demolition of the hospital and all 
other buildings that would not be 
'used as part of one of the reuse 
alternatives, would result in about 
71 ,346 tons of waste. Of this 
total, an e.stimated 36,616 tons, or 
about 51 percent of the demoli
tion waste would be generated by 
demolishing the hospital building, 
Demolition of the remaining 
buildings would amount to the 
remaining 34,73b tons. 

The 71,346 tons of waste 
represents less than one percent of 
the existing landfill capacity; 
Although it is a very small 
percentage of available landfill 

it still represents a 
significant im 

Utilities 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would occur if 
solid waste diversion (reduction 
and recycling) goals are not met 
on a regional basis, There is a 
current capacity shortfall of about 
eight million tons of landfill 
capacity ,to meet projected needs 
through the year 2010, 

Demolition of the hospital and all 
other buildings that would not be 
used as part of one of the reuse 
alternatives, would result in about 
71,346 tons of waste, Of this 
total, an estimated 36,616 tons, or 
about 51 percent of the demoli
tion waste would be generated by 
demolishing the hospital building. 
Demolition of the remaining 
buildings would amount to the 
remaining 34,730 tons, 

The 71,346 tons of waste 
represents less than one percent of 
the existing landfill capacity. 
Although it is a very small 
percentage of available landfill 
capacity, it still represents a 

significant impact, 
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Utilities 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would occur if 
solid waste diversion (reduction' 
and recycling) goals are not met 
on a regional basis'. There is a 
current capacity shortfall of about 
eight million tons of landfill 
capacity to meet projected needs 
through the year 2010, 

Demolition of the hospital and all 
other buildings that would not be 
used as part of one of the reuse 
alternatives, would result in about 
71,346 tons of waste. Of this 
total, an estimated 36,616 tons, or 
about 51 percent of the demoli
tion waste would be generated by 
demolishing the hospital building, 
Demolition of the remaining 
buildings would amount to the 
remaining 34,730 tons. 

The 71,346 tons of waste 
represents less than one percent 0 

the existing landfill capacity. 
Altho\.lgh it is a very small 
percentage of available landfill 
capacity, it still represents a 

significant impact, 
the estimated ' 

Utilities 

Impact : A significant and 
mitigable impact would occur if 
solid waste diversion (reduction 
and recycling) goals are not met 
ona regional basis, There is a 
current capacity shortfall of about 
eight million tons of landfill 
capacity to meet projected needs 
through the year 2010, 

Demolition of the hospital and all 
other buildings that would not be 
lIsed as part of one of the reuse 
alternatives, would result in about 
71 ,346 to~s of waste, Of this 
total, an estimated 36,616 tons, or 
about Slpercent of the demoli· 
tion waste would be generated by 
demolishing the hospital building, 
Demolition of the remaining 
buildings would amount to the 
remaining 34,730 tons . 

The 71,346 tons of waste 
represents less than one percent 0 

the existing landfill capacity, 
Although it is a very small 
percentage of available landfill 
capacity, it still represents a' 
potentially significant impact, 
because of the estimated e' 
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Table 2·6 
Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts and Mitigations from the Proposed Action 
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million ton shortfall of landfill I million ton shortfall of landfill I million ton shortfall of landfill 
capacity in the County, This 
would significantly impact 
Alameda County's ability to meet 
their integrated waste 
management plan diversion goals, 
This would not be an immediate 
impact, since existing landfill 
capacity is adequate to absorb 
NMCO demolition waste, 
However, over the long term, in 
'combination with other activities 
that generate substantial 
quantities of solid waste that will 
need to be diverted or landfilled, 
the generation of this demolition 
waste represents a potentially 
significant and mitigable impact·, 

Mitigation: The city shall develop 
and implement, over the long term 
and in consultation with the 
CIWMB, a construction arid 
den'lolition materials waste 
diversion program integrating 
materials exchange, recycling, 
salvage, and other waste r~covery 
and reuse activities to realize 
maximum reasonable diversion of 
such materials from landfills, 
Effective imp\ementa·tion of that 
program, combined with long. 
term Alameda County policies and 
plans to expand existing, or 
acquire and develop new landfill 
capacity, .should accommodate 
increased volumes of solid waste, 

capacity in the County, This 
would significantly impact 
Alameda County's ability. to meet 
their integrated waste 
management plan diversion goals, 
This would not be an immediate 
impact, since existing landfill 
capacity is adequate to absorb 
NMCO demolition waste, 
However, over the long term, in 
combination with other activities 
that generate substantial 
quantities of solid wam that will 
need to be diverted or landfill ed, 
the generation of this demolition 
waste represents a potentially 
significant and mitigable impact. 

Mitigation: Same as for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative, 

capacity in the County , This 
would significantly impact 
Alameda County's ability to meet 
their integrated waste 
management plan diversion goals, 
This would not be an immediate 
impact, since existing landfill 
capacity is adequate to absorb 
NMCO demolition waste, 
However, over the long terin, in 
combination with 'other activities 
that, generate substantial 
quantities of solid waste that will 
need to be diverted or landfill ed, 
the generation of this demolition 
waste represents a potentially 
significant and mitigable impact. 

Mitigation: Same as for 
Maximum Capacity Alternative , 

Residential 
Alternatiye 

million ton shortfall of landfill 
capacity in the County, This 
would significantly impact 
Alameda County's ability to meet 
their integrated waste 
management plan diversion goals, 
This would not be an immediate 
impact, since existing landfill 
capacity is adequate to absorb 
NMCO demolition waste, 
However, over the long term, in 
combination with other activities 
that generate substantial 
quantities of solid waste that will 
need to be diverted or landfilled, 
the generation of this demolition 
waste represents a potentially 
significant and mitigable impact. 

Mitigation. For Options 1 and 2, 
same as indicated for the 
Maximum Capacity Altern ative. 
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Master List of Sponsor-prepared Technical Studies and 
SCA-Required Reports for the Oak Knoll Draft SEIR – 
August 2016 
 
A. WRA Environmental Consultants 
Biological Assessment Report, Oak Knoll Hospital, October 2006 

Biological Resources Assessment, Oak Knoll, July 2015.  

Delineation of Potential Jurisdictional Wetlands and “Other Waters” under Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act, Former Oak Knoll Hospital, December 2006, Revised September 2007. 

Delineation of Potential Jurisdictional Wetlands and Non-Wetland Waters under Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act, Hardenstine Parcel (File 2006-4002OS), February 2015. 

Draft Rare Plant Report, Oak Knoll Hospital, July 2006.  

Rare Plant Survey Report, Oak Knoll, April 2016.  

Riparian Restoration and Monitoring Plan, Oak Knoll, March 2016.  

Tree Survey Report, Oak Knoll, June 2015.  

Memorandum: Oak Knoll Mixed Use Development Project Tree Removal Impact Mitigation Plan, Oak 
Knoll, November 25.  

B. ESA/PWA 
Rifle Range Creek: Hydrology Report, Restoration Plan and Preliminary Creek Protection Plan. Oak 
Knoll Mixed Use Community Development Project. February 24, 2016. 

C. BKF Engineers 
Oak Knoll Preliminary Sanitary Sewer Master Plan, July 28, 2015, and 2016 Supplement, August 4, 
2016.  

Oak Knoll Preliminary Storm Drainage Master Plan, September 22, 2015. 

Oak Knoll Preliminary Water Master Plan, July 21, 2015.  

Oak Knoll Preliminary Water Master Plan (Draft) – Update to Demand Factors, June 21, 2016.  

Memorandum: Oak Knoll Project – Maintaining Utility Connections for the Seneca Center during 
Construction, Supplement, August 18, 2016. 

D. ENGEO Incorporated 
Preliminary Geotechnical Exploration, Oak Knoll, Oakland, CA, February, 24, 2006.  

Supplemental Fault Exploration, Oak Knoll Oakland, CA, June 23, 2015. 

Supplemental Geotechnical Exploration, Oak Knoll, Oakland, CA, and October, 24, 2006.  

E. Carey & Co. 



Garage Building at the Former Oak Knoll Golf and Country Club, Evaluation, June 30, 2016. 

Oak Knoll Golf and Country Club Building 18 at the Former Naval Medical Center Oakland, California, 
Relocation Evaluation, May 3, 2016. 

F. Ramboll Environ 
Oak Knoll Project Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan, August 2016. 

G. Fehr & Peers 
Transportation Demand Management Plan for the Oak Knoll Project, April 2016. 

Transportation Impact Analysis, August 2016. 
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